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SMU soccer player assaults WSU student
'Robert Herman
WINONAN

James Michael Cnota, a Saint
Mary's University soccer player, was
freed without bond on Jan. 13 after
being charged with the third and fifth
degree assault of a Winona State University student.
The alleged assault occurred Nov.
5 in front of a house on Lafayette
Street.
That night Cnota and a group of
friends were at Bangers bar from 7
p.m. to 1 a.m., when the bar closed.
As they were leaving, someone,
only identified as "Will," hit one of
Cnota's friends over the head with a

beer bottle.
Cnota and party tried to find "Will"
but were unsuccessful.
They then went to Hardee's to wait
for a shuttle that would take them
back to the Saint Mary's campus.
The WSU assault victim's party
also left Brother's bar about 1 a.m.
They went through Hardee's parking
lot en route back to their apartment.
While passing by Hardee's, the
assault victim's party noticed a large
group of people gathered outside.
Cnota approached some of them
and questioned them about the whereabouts of "Will."
Many profanities were exchanged,
and the assault victim's party stated

The assault
that they didn't
party stated that
know a "Will."
"I was just trying to
they let them in
"We didn't
hoping to get
know what they
break it up; I never
Cnota and party to
were talking about,
meant to cause a
leave.
and thought by
scene."
Once in, and the
leaving they would
apartment was
leave us alone," the
searched, Cnota
assault victim said.
The assault victim
stated that when he
Cnota and his
WSU student
came out he saw
friends decided to
one of the assault
follow the group
victim's party in a
back to their apartpushing match with one of his friends.
ment on Lafayette Street.
Cnota then proceeded to grab the
Cnota and his friends were not
convinced that the party was telling person by the throat and shove the
the truth, so they asked to search the person to the wall of the building.
The assaulted stated that he saw
assault victim's apartment for "Will."

the victim, apologized and left.
"I really didn't expect the attack;
it all happened so fast," the assault
victim said.
The assault victim identified some
of Cnota's party as Saint Mary's soccer players.
He also identified Cnota using the
Saint Mary's Web site.
Cnota's first court appearance was
on Jan. 13 when he was read his
rights, charged, booked and released.
He made his second appearance
in court on Monday in front of Judge
Collins.
Further court dates have not yet
been set.

Freshman killed in
two-car accident

Winter
weather
causes
closings

Lauren Osborne

Although there was snow on the
roads at the time of the accident, deputies responding to the accident susSarah Frisby, a Winona State Uni- pect alcohol was the major factor in
versity freshman, was killed in a two- the crash. Officials said Jack's breath
car accident Jan. 18 on Wisconsin smelled of alcohol, but since she reHighway 35/54 near Bluff Siding.
fused a blood-alcohol test, suspicions
On her way home from a friend's have not yet been confirmed. Buffalo
house, Frisby, who was traveling County Sheriff Chief Deputy Blain
alone, collided
Proue said he is
with a westbound
still waiting to
vehicle driven by
speak with Jack.
Winona resident
Proue has not
received any
Jennifer M. Jacknew informathat had crossed
tion from the
into the eastbound
state patrol
lane.
members who
Frisby died on
are responsible
impact, while Jack
for the accident
underwent surgery
reconstruction.
at Saint Marys
A native of
Hospital in RochGalesville,
ester, Minn., after
Wis., Frisby was
being taken to
a 1998 graduate
Winona Commuof Cotter High
nity Memorial
School. She had
Hospital. She retaken spring semains in the RochSara h Frisby
mester off from
ester hospital in
her studies to work and raise money in
fair condition.
Her passenger and fellow Winona order to return to WSU to study Enresident, 25-year-old Travis L. glish with the goal of becoming an
Dewitte, was treated at Community English and drama teacher.
Memorial Hospital and released.
WINONAN

WSU cancellation
system gives
power to Krueger
Le'Shem 0. Kates
WINONAN

Are you tired of not knowing if or
when Winona State University will
be closed? Well, you are not alone.
When weather changes for the
worse, Winona State will sometimes
be closed for the safety of the students.
The decision to close the university is made by WSU President Darrell
Krueger with some assistance from
his vice presidents.
Once a decision is made to cancel
classes, Tom Grier, head of the Public
Information Office, is notified, and
he makes the offical announcment.
Before this system of canceling
classes was implimented, the govenor
of Minnesota would make all the decisions on closing down schools and
universities in severe weather situations.
This system was changed when
the Mandate Reduction bill was
passed. The bill gave each school and
university's president the final say in
calling off classes.
There are currently no set guidelines for schools to be closed.
Due to this there have been many
complaints about being in clases in
below zero tempertaures.
"The reason why WSU rarely
closes is because we are a residental
campus," Grier said. "More than 85
percent of our students live on campus or not to far from campus and are
able to make the commute."
With no guidelines, there is no
guarentee that the university will ever
be closed.
"At the college level students are
responsible for themselves," Grier
added. "We know (the students) are
paying for a quality education, so we
will never cancel classes unless it is a
safety risk for our students."
To find out if the university is
closed, tune in to the campus radio
station KQAL-FM (89.5), other local
radio stations, cable channel 20, or
call the WSU switchboard as a last
resort.
For classes with professors living
outside the Winona area, students are
urged to contact the appropriate departments.
If the weather is bad and no
announcments are made, always assume that classes are on as scheduled.

Cnota choking another member of his
party and holding him off of the ground
by the throat.
"I was just trying to break it up; I
never meant to cause a scene," the
assault victim said.
The assaulted then tried to get
Cnota and Cnota's friend off of the
person by squeezing his way in between his friend and Cnota and his
friend.
Then, Cnota "instinctively" headbutted the assault victim in the face
and then punched the victim repeatedly in the face.
After someone in Cnota's party
saw blood coming from assault
victim's face, they pulled Cnota off

Jeff mulfingeriw:NoNAN
Junior nursing major Marti Soler (rear) enjoys a sledding outing at Saint Mary's University Saturday
with her Y-Friend Amber. Soler joined the program because she missed spending time with her younger
siblings.

Football, Minnesota style

Y-Friends program provides
adult role model for youth
Kate Schott
WINONAN

In the 1950s, television sitcoms
convinced us that families had a loving mom and a hard-working dad who
still had time for the family.
They also convinced us that wonderful kids never experienced anything that milk and cookies couldn't
fix.
But in today's world, life just isn't
that way.
The YWCA's Y-Friends program
realizes this and tries to provide children with some one-on-one attention
from caring adults.
Y-Friends has been in place for the
last 15 years, according to director
Mike Walz.
He said the purpose of the program
is to take "qualified adults and match
them with special needs children who
need extra attention."
Special needs children refers to
children who come from single-parent homes, children with disabilities
such as attention deficit disorder or
children who have many siblings and
don't get a lot of personal attention.
These children are oftentimes re-

ferred to the program by parents, but
teachers and other school officials
can also recommend them.
Once a child is placed in the program, he or she is matched with a
qualified adult.
To qualify for the program, a volunteer must be 18 years of age or
older and have four references from
professional people such as teachers,
employers or clergy.
Every applicant must also pay for
a criminal background check to be
done on him or her and must be interviewed by Walz.
A mentor is matched with a child
usually by gender and interests.
It is then the mentor's responsibility to make sure he or she meets with
his or her child at least one hour once
a week for one year. If there is a cost
involved in an activity, it is shared by
the child and the mentor.
Junior Marti Soler has been a YFriend since August and speaks very
highly of the program.
"Right when I heard of it," Soler
said, "I thought it was really cool; it
was a really good idea."
Soler said she has always wanted
to be involved in a big sister program

and this was a chance to do so. She
also misses doing things with her
three younger sisters.
Soler and her friend spend about
two hours a week together, doing
things like shopping, going to movies
and biking. During the Christmas season, they built a gingerbread house
together.
She said her friend comes from a
family where both parents work, so
her friend needs some extra attention.
Soler listens to her friend and gives
her advice. She believes she is a good
role model for a teen-aged girl.
"We need people around us to tell
us we are worthy," Soler said. •
She said there are more pluses
than minuses by becoming involved,
and you learn a lot about yourself
through the process. She highly recommends the program, "especially to
people who don't have younger
brothers and sisters."
Senior Todd Ehalt just finished a
year as a Y-Friend and also recommends the program to any interested
students.
"I heard that they had a lot of boys
See YWCA, page 2

Brad Arnold/WINONAN

(From left to right): Mike Blackburn, Chad Kelsey, Tom
Stevens, Dawn Hassel, Sandra Thompson, Erica Miller and
Laura Parfievich engage in a friendly game of football Sunday
outside Memorial Hall.
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News Briefs
Music for today's schools: Javanese Gamelan

"Music for Today's Schools" is the title for the Winona State
University music department's 1998 '99 three part workshop
-

January 27, 1999

Winona graduate skills program receives
state award for student development

-

series held throughout the academic year.
The second workshop, "Javanese Gamelan Music for the
General Music Classroom" will be held on Saturday (8:30 a.m.-1
p.m.) in the WSU choral rehearsal room of the Performing Arts
Center, Room 159 .
Participants in the workshop will learn to play the huge
hanging gongs, gleaming bronze bars, and kettle gongs in rows
that make up gamelan orchestra. Workshop participants will have
the opportunity to make music on actual gamelan instruments and
learn how to re-create this experience for students using Orff
instruments. Javanese songs suitable for the elementary music
classroom will also be included.
The third workshop in the series, "Orff Schulwerk: More than
Xylophones and Glockenspiels," with clinician Randy Edinger,
will be held on April 10.
Each session in the workshop series costs $14 and is available
for .4 CEU at an additional cost of $15. For further information,
contact Cathy Schmidt at (507) 457-5256, the music department
office at (507) 457-5250 or Mary Kosidowski in the continuing
education department at (507) 457-5083.
Asian American club

The Asian American club's next meeting is today (5-6 p.m.) in
Dining Room B of Kryzsko Commons.
For more information about what the club has to offer, contact
Christy Riska at (507) 452-1148 or call the Cultural Diversity Office
at (507) 457-5595 between 8 a.m.-4 p.m. and talk to Cecil Adams.
Environmental club news

Everyone is welcome to celebrate Winterfest at Great River Bluffs
State Park (formally O.L. Kipp State Park) on Sunday (11-3 p.m.)
There will be sledding, cross-country skiing, dogsled rides and
refreshments.
The only cost to join is a day pass to the park. Dogsled rides are
$2 for children and $4 for adults.
Finishing Last

Fifty students, both men and women, are needed to present
Finishing Last. This is a sexual assault and harassment education
program for the First Year Student Orientation 1999.
All Participants will need to devote ten hours, attend one meeting
during second semester for training and attend one refresher course
a few days before the presentation.
Finishing Last will be presented at the Freshman Orientation in
August, and participants will earn $50 for completing the training and
presentation.
Anyone interested and who would like more information, contact
Jessica Andrews at (507) 457-5639 or Robin Delong at (507) 4575008.

Mike Kaebisch
WINONAN

What started out as a vision in the
mind of Winona State University
President Darrell Krueger three years
ago has materialized into a statewide
honor.
Krueger's idea was to develop a
multi-media portfolio program which
could be utilized by all WSU students.
As a result, the Winona graduate
skills or "WINGS" program was conceived.
Now, only three years into the program's existence, it has received a
Minnesota Association's Awards
Committee honor by receiving the
1998 Innovations in Student Development Award.
"It has given us wonderful exposure," Krueger said. "It has made a
huge difference for us. We saw we
could help change and improve the

eduaction of our students."
To be considered for the award,
WINGS had to meet two basic criteria.
First it had to describe an implemented strategy or a campus program
that was timely to the profession or
provided a new or creative approach
to a student development or campus
issue; and secondly, it had to have an

zip discs and distributed on compact
disc.
"It's like taking a scrapbook of
achievements in academics, athletics,
extra curricular activities, clubs, etc.
and combining it into one document,"
Decker said.
WINGS differs from conventional
portfolios because it contains all the
basic information in addition to charts,
photographs, sound, animation and

impact on the campus.
"This program is not being used in
many other places," WSU Director of
Career Planning and Placement Vicki
Decker said. "It sets us apart from the
competition."
WINGS is a cutting edge creative
approach to looking at skills development throughout a student' s academic
career.
It encapsulates a student's academic life experience into an interactive, multi-media electronic portfolio.
These portfolio's are produced on

videos.
In addition, digital and video camera equipment are also available for
use.
The creator can include almost
anything they want.
Authorware software is used to
create each portfolio and is available
for both IBM and Macintosh computers.
"There are ten places on campus
students can create portfolios on campus," Decker said. "I encourage everyone to use the technology to build

YWCA
. said. "I spent time with someone
who needed some attention or someone to talk to."
Ehalt said his child came from a
large family. He and his child went to
movies, went biking, went out to eat
and played pool — anything that put
focus on the child for a while.
Although his year of commitment
is over, he still keeps in contact with
the child.
Walz said there are currently at

least a dozen boys on the list in need
of a mentor, so he is looking for men
who would like to mentor.
"Outside of having your own children, you are never going to have a
chance to affect a kid's life," Walz
said.
Walz also encourages people to
be involved for longer than the oneyear commitment.
Walz said if a child could develop
a long-lasting relationship with a caring adult, it would positively affect

the child's life.
Sophomore Michelle Van Natta
has also been a Y-Friend. She saw a
brochure in the one of the residence
halls and contacted the director because, "I was interested in the organization," Van Natta said.
Van Natta and her child did many
things: went to the West End Recreation Center, took walks around the
lake, went shopping and hiked up to
Sugar Loaf.
The YWCA also provids monthly

Let's get virtual

Opportunities to participate in global change

Undergraduates and graduates have new opportunities to participate in the cutting-edge global change research sponsored by the
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).
The newly established Global Change Education Program (GCEP)
consists of three components: 1) the Summer Undergraduate
Research Experience, 2) the Graduate Research Environmental
Fellowships and 3) the Significant Opportunities in Atmospheric
Research and Science programs.
The primary goal of GCEP is to involve undergraduate students
at the end of their sophomore or junior year in DOE-supported global
change research and then continue this experience during subsequent undergraduate summers.
The deadline for applications is Feb. 1. For complete information
and applications, contact Mary Kinney at (423) 576-9655 or via email: kinneym@orau.gov.
Aids Action Day

Aids Action Day is on Feb. 4. The focus of Aids Action Day will be
to pass Reach 2000, a nine-part bill responding to the second
generation of HIV epidemic in Minnesota.
In order to register and meet with legislature, interested persons
should call MAP at (612) 373-9169 or 1-800-243-7321 to confirm a
lobby time.
1999 Soul Food Dinner

The Winona State University's Black Cultural Awareness Association will be holding their 10th annual "Soul Food Dinner" on Feb.
6 at 6 p.m. in the East Cafeteria of Kryzsko Commons.
Tickets for the dinner are $12 each and only 300 will be sold.
Tickets can be purchased at the Cultural Diversity office located in

The Winonan accepts all news briefs turned in by Friday noon.
Editors reserve the right to edit for space and content as they see fit.

software.
"It helps prepare students for the
next step," Decker said.
Beyond school, WINGS has other
applications. The portfolio can be
used as a file cabinet for students to
store their academic experiences
throughout their careers.
"It's like taking a puzzle and taking the pieces to form a picture of :
who you are," Decker said.
Demonstrations of WINGS are
available in the Career Planning and
Placement Office in Gildemeister
Hall Room 110.
"It is a free service," Decker said.
"And we are here to serve the students."

events for Y-Friends, which Van
Natta and her child attended.
"Overall, I thought it was difficult," said Van Natta. "I really recommend it for people who are elementary education majors," she said.
Walz encourages any interested
persons to contact him at the YWCA
and invites everyone to consider joining the program.

Artist's
paintings
tell story
Candy Wait

Financial Aid Office

New financial aid applicants or others who did not receive a
Renewal Application in the mail should pick up a 1999-2000 Free
Application for Federal Student Aid in the Financial Aid Office, 108
Somsen. Financial aid counselors are available to answer any
questions students or parents have regarding the application process.

Interest in the WINGS program
is growing across the WSU campus,
and students have become more interested in learning how to use the

SPECIAL TO THE WINONAN

The Community Education's Project COMPASS is offering a
class in Beginning Sign Language this winter.
The class will take place on six Wednesday evenings, beginning
Feb. 3 (6:30-8:30 p.m.) in Room 110 at Winona Senior High School,
901 Gilmore Ave.
The class fee is $24, or clock hours are available for $30.
For more information, call the Community Education at (507) 4549450 (voice/I-TY). -

Financial aid at WSU is awarded on a rolling basis as files become
complete. Since certain sources of aid, such as work study, are limited,
students are encouraged to apply as early as possible after Jan 1.

and second year students. It's never
to early to start building one."

Continued from page 1

. who needed male role models," Ehalt

Beginning Sign Language

Students who will need financial assistance for the 1999-2000
academic year should file a 1999-2000 Free Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA) or a Renewal Application as soon as 1998 tax
information is available.
This application determines eligibility for grants, need-based
scholarships, loans and work study. Minnesota State Grant eligibility
will also be determined from this application.

a multi-media portfolio, even first

David M. Wichterman/WINONAN

Jen Levinson (right) and Mike Adams play a virtual reality game Thursday in the East Cafeteria.
UPAC sponsored the day-long event.

A series of painting that tell life's
story can be seen at McKinley United "
Methodist Church, 801 W Broadway
in Winona, on Feb. 7.
A local artist, known as Tetlizan,
will be showing original pieces of his
art. The show is free and open to the
public from (11:30 a.m.-6 p.m.). Donations will be accepted to go toward
the McKinley's Annual Conference
Apportionment.
Tetlizan comes from Accra,
Ghana, Africa which are a main focus
in some of his paintings.
Tetlizan hopes to inspire his viewers and tempt them into learning more
about his culture.
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Students ignore senate book exchange
Jennifer Walter
WINONAN

With the new semester off and
running, most students probably have
put the hustle and bustle of book buying and selling in the back of their
heads.
All except the prices. That seems
to strike a conversation at any time or
place.
As semesters go by at Winona
State, one thing remains the same,
students continue to pay for what they
consider high-priced books.

Student Senate realized this and could buy and sell books over the
tried to do someWeb due to the
thing to help reprocess being
duce the costs for
so new.
"With any new idea, it
students.
"I thought
At the end of
it
went
well,"
takes time for people
last semester, StuLambert
said.
to adjust or catch on."
dent Senate Presi"With any
dent Robert Lamnew idea, it
bert brought into
takes time for
Robert Lambert
being a book expeople
to adWSU Student Senate President
change over the
just or catch
Web.
on."
While many
One adstudents were not aware that they vantage to buying and selling books

over the Web is all the books are pre- 7,
sorted. All students have to do is
enter in the book they are looking for '4
and it will come up.
Having a pre-sorted list reduces
the confusion of staring at a wall, 7.
attempting to find the right book at
the right price.
Student senate plans to further
publicize Web book sales in the future to persuade students to use the
system more.

•
•
•
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Discussion of Wellness Center well underway
Nick Dircz
WINONAN

The athletic facilities at Winona
State University may be upgraded
soon with the addition of a wellness
center.
The athletic department, working
in conjunction with WSU's student
union, housing and admissions departments, are currently discussing
ways to fund and develop this project.
If approved, the proposed wellness
center would provide an environment
that would` house new up-to-date
equipment geared toward students.
"The wellness center idea is formulated to attract not just athletes but
non-athletes as well," WSU Athletic
DirectorLarry Holstad said. "It should
be utilized by all students attending
Winona State."
Discussion about the quality of
Winona State's current facilities have

played a major role in the desire to
add the wellness center.
Students and faculty agree that
WSU is long overdue for an addition
or a change to the present condition of
the athletic facilities.
"Some of the equipment in Memorial Hall's upstairs free-weight room
is so outdated that it's harmful to the
back and knees," freshman varsity
girl' s volleyball player Marissa Mapes
said. "A lot of the new athletic equipment that is out in the real world has
put an end to harmful devices, and the
athletic department should invest in
some of it."
Holstad agreed that the current state
of the free-weight room is indeed
outdated.
"Not only is the free-weight room
inadequate, but the entire downstairs
area is also," Holstad said.
"The wellness center, in its present
exploratory stage, would not only pro-

Club holds on
to past tradition
Le'Shem 0. Kates
WINONAN

Winona State University has an
assocaition on campus called the
Black Cultural Association Awareness (BCAA) club that origianlly
began in the early 1970s and was
organized by some of the first African-American students on campus
in order to create a new unity to
diversify students.
The group started as an underground club that had several functions for the surrounding AfricanAmerican students, but because of
the year, meetings weren't open to
the regular public.
In 1986, with the help of former
WSU student and employee Steven
LittleJohn, the BCAA became an
official club on campus. Their constitution promoted a new awareness
about African-Americans.
"They wanted something that

"There is not much in
the works right now. We
are simply looking for a
way to develop and
fund something that will
replace what WSU now
has, whether it be a new
facility or just new
equipment."
Joe Reed
WSU Student Union Director
vide up-to-date free-weight and universal equipment, but it would also
include a brand new indoor track."
The wellness center appears to be
a dream come true for WSU, however, it has only recently been proposed and discussed.

Holstad and Student Union Director Joe Reed are in the beginning
stages of exploring ideas.
"There is not much in the works
right now," Reed said. "We are simply looking for a way to develop and
fund something that will replace what
WSU now has, whether it be a new
facility or just new equipment."
The facilities at Winona State seem
to be so displeasing that they have
driven students to the point of taking
their workouts to other places.
Eric Hinkle, a WSU junior and
varsity baseball player, said, "The
facilities in Memorial Hall are dirty
and way too outdated. St. T's Tennis
and Sports offers better equipment
and a cleaner environment."
The actual location of the wellness
center is also being discussed.
There were rumors that it might be
located where the bowling alley currently is. However, when these pro-

posals were discussed with Winona
State President Darrell Krueger, they
were immediately rejected.
Students should contact Holstad
or anyone on his staff if they have any
suggestions to propose for a wellness
center.
"This project is for the benefit of
the students," Holstad said. "So if
anyone has any input at all, please
contact our offices."
Both Reed and Holstad concluded
that the wellness center, at this point
in time, is strictly exploratory, and a
location for the center has yet to be
decided.
However, even if the project is not
entirely approved in the near future,
students can only hope that something will soon be done about the
current state of WSU's athletic facilities.

Nov. 24 Book bag was lost
in Morey-Shepard hail.
Nov. 24 — Theft of a coat.
Dec. 2 — Theft of approximately 55 compact discs from
a black travel case in Pasteur
Hall.
Dec. 2 — Theft of an electronic top loading balance
from Stark hall.
Dec. 3 — In-line skates caused
damage near the new library;
subjects were identified and
repaired the damage to the
satisfaction of maintenance.
Dec. 5 — A verbal warning
was issued to two individuals
trespassing in a fenced off area
near the new library.

Dancing the night away

made people culturally aware of how
African-Americans are, how they
cook,what they like and something
that informs people of the diversity of
the group," LittleJohn said.
A ritual of the club in 1986 was to
get the members together and cook
food. After further encouragement,
the club decided to put on a formal
dinner at the university. The dinner
started in 1986-'87 school year and is
now know as the Soul Food Dinner.
The first recorded dinner had about
20-30 people attending. Rumors of an
earlier dinner exist, but no facts can
prove this to be true.
As years went by, the attendance
to the dinner grew along with the club
membership. At the 1993 dinner an
estimated 300 plus people attended.
Through the following years, the club
has had to cut down on the attendance.
The theme this year is remembering the past for a better future.

Campus
Crime

Dec. 5 — A bike was reported
stolen from a Conway bike
rack.
Dec. 7 — Security was dispatched to Kryzsko Commons
to remove an unwanted subject.
Dec. 7 — A disturbance took
place in Kryzsko Commons;
the matter was referred to
WSU Student Affairs.

Jackie M. Jedynak/WiNoNAN

Members of the Winona State University dance team perform for the crowd at Saturday night's basketball game. The Warriors won the game 80-68. See Page 7 for more details.

Dec. 9 — A harassment complaint involving two WSU students was issued by the WSU
director of security.
Dec. 10 — Stolen bike was
recovered and turned over to
police.
Dec. 11 — Police responded
to a group of individuals fighting.
Dec. 11 — A disturbance was
reported in a Performing Arts
Center classroom; a student
was removed from class and
referred to a conduct officer.
Dec. 14 - A noise complaint
was issued to a room inside
Prentiss-Lucas hall.
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January

L auren Osborne
WINONAN

It is said that two heads are better
than one. What about three heads, six
firms and six legs?
; Members of the Winona city and
School communities witnessed and
barticipated in an intensive dance
Workshop held Jan. 20-24 and led by
two faculty members, from Northern
rllinois University and Illinois State
University, and a recent University
Pf Illinois graduate.
; Entitled "Expanding Dance
Through Process, Performance and
Pedagogy," the entire workshop consisted of 17 hours of active participaion and discussion of dance spread
Aver three days (Jan. 21-23). Jan. 20
p.nd Jan. 24 were designated for auditions and rehearsals for a repertory
;piece choreographed by resident artist Kim Nofsinger to be showcased in
Winona State's Dancescape 1999.
Approximately 13 students from
:ISU accompanied the faculty artists
to participate in the classes with
Winona residents and students and
; also to perform an informal concert
; in the Performing Arts Center Jan. 22
; at 7:30 p.m.
"It was really neat to get students
from two universities to share ideas
about dance and performance," WSU
physical education and recreation
'professor Sue Ann Mullen said.
• Mullen, who participated in all
but one of the workshops, said that
although the WSU theater and dance
department typically organizes a residence on an annual basis, this was the

t

first three-day workshop that was this
intense.
"It was really a fun three days,"
Mullen said. "I think the students
really learned a lot."
WSU sophomore and dance minor Carla Bode, who also attended all
but one of the workshops, said that,
despite being both mentally and
physically exhausted and having several bruises as proof of the physical
demands, the workshop was well
worth her time and effort.
"Any dance (activity) you go to ...
it'll be intensive," Bode said. "'I've
never worked so hard before."
The workshop was geared toward
people with a wide variety of interests, and participation was not exclusive to dance minors. The classes
aided those participants in dance and
physical education, performers in
dance and theater, choreographers
and community members at large.
Mullen and WSU dance professor
Gretchen Cohenour involved all of
their dance classes in the workshop.
The workshop was funded by the
WSU Foundation in cooperation with
the physical education and theater
and dance departments. Members of
the WSU Dance Society were involved in selling tickets, ushering
and taking care of other behind-thescene details.
Melissa Kiely, a sophomore dance
minor who participated in every class
save for two, said every class was
personally beneficial because each
offered different views on elements
of dance including techniques and
stretches.

"It was nice because of the different perspectives, especially from a
teaching standpoint," Kiely said. "It
made you think about dance in a lot of
different ways ... made you a little
more open-minded."
Nofsinger added yet another perspective in choreographing a repertory piece for Dancescape, which will
be performed at WSU Feb. 25-28.
Bode and Kiely were two of the
four girls selected to perform the
modern dance to a classical Latin
piece of music that is nine and a half
minutes long.
Learning the dance in three to four
days, Bode said the piece involves a
lot of partnering work, ground work,
foot work and transferring of weight.
Kiely agreed the piece is very physical and said its meaning is open to
interpretation.
Mullen befriended Nofsinger, who
is now part of the ISU faculty, during
the year he taught at WSU while
Cohenour was on sabbatical.
"I decided I ought to bring him
back," Mullen said.
Bode, Kiely and Mullen all
claimed the workshop was successful in expanding their knowledge and
views of dance.
"It was nice to get different viewpoints and techniques from different
dancers," Bode said. "I learn so much
at workshops because it's easy to get
used to what we learn and do in the
classroom."
Mullen agreed.
"(Workshops) force you to move in
a different way than you're used to.
(This one) offered (participants) a
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real opportunity to work with other
students who learn and move
differently," she said.
Enrollment and participation in
the full workshop counted as one
semester credit from WSU. Mullen
said attendance was good despite the
cold and snowy weather, and 14 students took advantage of the credit
opportunity. Individual classes cost
$7.

Artist E3ios
Guestartists Nofsinger, Paula
Frasz and Lisa Wymore all have
significant dance and choreography experience. Nofsinger has
taught on faculty at Connecticut
College, University of Colorado,
WSU, the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse and Saint Mary's
University and has produced his
work as an independent choreographer in various venues in
the United States.
Frasz was a featured dancer
with Mordine and Company and
Lyric Opera of Chicago. She has
danced with the Chicago Repertory Ensemble and was named
outstanding, choreographerat the
Midwest American College
Dance Festival.
Wymore, who recently earned
her master's from U of I, is currently living in Chicago and planning to teach, choreograph and
peiform. She was just accepted
into Mordine and Company.

Jeff Mulfinger/WINoNAN

Sara Franzen, a sophomore from Illinois State University, is lifted by
Chris McCray, ISU junior, Saturday during a partnering class on lifting techniques in Talbot gymnasium.

College women have more stress than men WSU passes new

LOS ANGELES (AP) _ College
freshmen women feel more stress
about studying, paying for their education and are five times as likely to
feel anxious than their male classmates, according to a study to be
released today.
Women frequently felt "overwhelmed by all I have to do," according to the 33rd annual survey of college freshmen by the University of
California, Los Angeles' Higher Education Research Institute.
• In the past year, college freshmen
oiomen were juggling more household and child care chores, studying
and doing volunteer work, while their
Male classmates spent considerably
More time exercising, partying,
watching TV and playing video
games, the study found.
"Men are spending more time doing things that inherently can be more

fun," said Linda J. Sax, director the
survey. "Meanwhile, these young
women are taking on more and more
responsibilities and feel stressed by
all they have to do."
The stress women feel is partially
a result of the women's movement,
which has boosted womens' enrollment in colleges to 56 percent, said
Alexander W. Astin, founder of the
survey.
"It's an inevitable consequence of
women adding more commitments
and responsibilities on top of all the
other things they have to cope with,"
he said.
The annual American Freshman
Survey questioned 383,815 of the 1.6
million first-year students at colleges
and universities in the United States.
Nearly 71 percent of women were
at least somewhat concerned about
financing their college education,

compared with 58.5 percent of men,
the survey found. And about 38 percent of women reported they frequently "felt overwhelmed" with all
they had to do, compared with 7.3
percent of men.
The survey also found:
Nearly 11 percent of women reported that they frequently felt depressed, compared with 7.3 percent
of men, the survey found.
47.3 percent of women and 58.2
percent of men considered themselves
above average in terms of emotional
health.
46 percent of women and 65 percent of men felt themselves above
average in terms of physical health.
UCLA freshman Jessica Wolf, who
has yet to declare her major, said she
can certainly relate to the women in
the survey.
"There is more pressure to suc-

ceed and be more than a mother and
homemaker," she said. "By the time
I finally get to a point in my career
where I'm a success, I'll have to
stop work to start a family. So I need
to know what I'm doing now."
The survey also showed that 82.9
percent of freshmen said they use
the Internet for research or homework, and nearly two-thirds communicate via e-mail.
Interest in politics dipped to an
all-time low, with only 25.9 percent
of freshmen saying they felt it was
important to stay aware of political
affairs. In 1966, the figure was nearly
58 percent.
And nearly three out of four college freshmen said they volunteered
for community service work during
their senior year in high school.

Martin Luther King Day produces walkout
, HATCH, N.M. (AP) _ It was Mar, tin Luther King Day. But it wasn't a
holiday for Hatch High
School students, and about onefourth of the school's 400 students
were given three-day suspensions because they left school.
A student walkout began about
10:30 a.m. Monday when students
left their second-period classes and
went to a spot outside the school gymrnasium.

;

Stacey Ogaz, a 16-year-old sophomore, said she understood it was aimed

at prompting a dialogue with the administration about why the district
was not observing the holiday in
honor of Martin Luther King Jr., the
civil rights leader assassinated in
1968.
But after students milled around
for five minutes, "someone yelled,
`Get in your cars,' and people started
leaving," said sophomore Katie
Nunn, 16.
Principal Richard Romero said he
yelled at students that they would
receive three-day suspensions if they

left campus.
While some students turned around
and headed back to classes, about 100
left school.
In addition to the students who
received suspensions, Romero said at
least one teacher was placed on leave
with pay pending an investigation
into whether she "encouraged or promoted" the student walkout.
He said the walkout might have
had its roots in a legitimate concern
among a few students that not observing the holiday was disrespectful to

.
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King's legacy.
But by Monday morning, that concern had become "merely an excuse
for kids to pull this stunt," Romero
said.
Sophomore Evelyn Wylie, along
with Nunn and Ogaz, had taken a
petition signed by hundreds of students to Hatch School Superintendent Linda Coy on Friday to express
their concerns.
"We didn't think it was right that
we didn't recognize Martin Luther
King Jr.," Wylie said Monday.
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SPRING BREAK with Mazatlan Express

SUMMER IN CHICAGO!

From $399. Air/7 nights hotel/ free nightly social hour/ food
package/ party package/ discounts.
(800)366-4786, (612)893-9679.
http://www.mazexp.com

Child care and light housekeeping.
For suburban Chicago families.
Responsible, loving, non-smoker.
Call Northfield Nannies.
847-501-5354

SPRING BREAK Florida, Texas, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, etc. All popular spots.
Browse www.icpt.com and call
800-327-6013. Best hotels, prices and parties.
Reps, organizations and promoters wanted.
Inter-Campus Programs.

HOW DOES $800/WEEK EXTRA INCOME
sound to you?
Amazingly, profitable opportunity.

Send self-addressed stamped envelope to:
GROUP FIVE

6547 N. Academy Blvd. Dept. N
Colorado Springs, CO 80918

mission statement
Rebecca Anderson
WINONAN

The Winona State University board
of trustees passed a new university
mission statement on Jan. 20.
Peter Henderson, dean of the College of Liberal Arts, along with the
Long Range Planning Committee, the
major forces in re-writing the statement and getting it passed, faced some
opposition in the change.
A few Winona State student senators had discrepencies with the new
document, including its length and
wording choices.
The original three sentence statement, which can be found in all of the
old WSU catalogues, is miniscule
compaired to the revised, page length
version.
"With the length it is now, you lose
the reader after the first paragraph,"
Student Senator Danka Kragulj said.
Henderson said there were many
reasons behind the change.
The purpose of a mission statement is to define what an institution is
and what its goals are, and the Minnesota State College and University
(MnSCU) system required all of its
institutions to look at their current
mission statements and make sure
they followed specific outlines; the
old WSU statement didn't fit the set
MnSCU credentials.
Even so, the opposition doesn't
think the new mission statement follows the standard definition either.

••

"The pre-existing statement was
more typical of a mission statement,"
John Iwanski, student senate chair of
student services, said. "The new statement tells more what Winona State
already is than what it hopes to accomplish in the future."
Henderson doesn't agree.
"The new statement speaks to more
people," Henderson said, "[Faculty
senate, student senate and the service
faculty senate] all agreed that this
spoke to what the university was
about."
In the debate at a Dec. 2 student
senate meeting, a major point that
was brought up was the wording of
the document.
"Some thought it wasn't necessary
to add so many descriptive words
about the geographic location,"
Iwanski said. "Even though the location is used academically, the statement doesn't go into how we use the
location academically; it concentrates
on the aesthetic reasons instead."
Some senators also didn't like the
wording when the Rochester campus
was incorporated.
These senators said that the wording wasn't fluid when comparing the
Rochester campus with the Winona
campus.
After much debate, the new mission statement was passed by student
senate.
"Everyone is very pleased with the
results and so was the board of trustees," Henderson said.
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Indecision, ambivalence
plague college daters

I

remember the good old days of
dating. I smile when I remember
BREEliAN
the simplicity of "going out" with
boys during my early teen years,
GERIEMAN
which I only recently left behind. It
was the kind of going out when you
didn't go anywhere. And I don't just
Editorial
mean that you and your beloved
Columnist
couldn't even legally drive to the
theater. It was also very clear that
your relationship would not grow into
a solid commitment. Now that I have had a taste of grown-up courtship, I value
the comfort of those superficial relationships.
We are at a dangerous age for dating. We all seem to be walking around in
a gray area between a house in the suburbs and holding hands on the school bus.
One minute I am looking for wild oats and the next I am looking up a Mr. Right
in the phone book. Our parents can no longer dismiss every person we bring
home as just a passing phase. But as I have learned, my family still possesses
a full tank of "other fish in the sea." I have never been a big fan of the wishywashy. And now, whether I like it or not, I am living it.
I used to be optimistic enough to believe that when the moment is upon me
I will know what to do. But as of late, I realized that it is quite possible that I
will run back to the playground when I should walk calmly to the altar, or vice
versa if the story is to be very sad. My expectations of dating in the adult world
are not as certain as I thought they would be. -I blame this partly on the
combination of my unhealthy addiction to "A Wedding Story" on the Lifetime
channel and my favorite three friends who make life so fun that I almost forget
that we aren't picking our bridesmaid's dresses.
It is unnerving that we cannot accurately predict when "the one" will amble
by our table in the Smaug, and I mourn the loss of the innocence that blocked
that very question from my mind. Although "real" love allows for a new breed
of happiness, it unfortunately also allows for a deeper definition of pain, and
that is something I could live without for the moment. As I strive to join the
ranks of the cliche "happily ever afterers," "the apple of his eye," and
"worships the ground she walks on," I remember the one about "good things
come to those who wait."
It is scary to try and find my way in the murky world of indecision that is
the new home of love life. Until those shadowy diamond ads that I love so
much start to resemble my silhouette, I accept the unwelcome complexity of
collegiate relationships, and I will live a life of selfishness with the wish for
someone to share it.

Breehan Gerlenzan is a columnist for the Winonan. She can be reached at
the following e-mail address: BGerlema7751@vax2.winona.msus.edu .

Someone old, someone
new, someone different,
someone grew ...

I

n June of 1994, I graduated from
a small Catholic high school in
southern Minnesota with 31 other
DAN
people. These were people I felt cornfortable with; I considered many of
TREUTER
them good friends. Of these 31 people,
none of them chose to accompany me
Editorial
to Winona State for school. At the
time of graduation, I didn't think that
Columnist
was such a bad thing. After all, I was
going to make hundreds of new friends in Winona.
By about 7 p.m. my first night in Winona, I was second-guessing that
notion. I had all of my stuff moved in, my parents were gone and I didn't know
anyone on my floor. I didn't have a roommate yet because the housing office
placed me with a 25-year-old guy returning to college to get back into drugs.
He wasn't moving in until classes started, and I had to be there for freshman
orientation. With a little time on my hands to do some thinking, I came to the
realization that I had forgotten how to meet people and make friends.
I hadn't been faced with this problem in the recent past because I had been
going to school with the same people for the last 12 years. Well, I eventually
did leave my room, met some people and made some friends. Some of these
people are still my friends today; some I haven' t seen for years and don't expect
to see again.
After being here for a few years, I have made friends with more people than
I can keep track of. Not all my friends and I share the same type of relationship
though. I have many different types of friends. For example, some of my
friends are new friends whom I have just met in the last few months. These are
people who I am still getting to know, deciding if they are someone I want to
talk to when I see them or if I should simply give them a nod, a smile and just
keep walking.
I also have my old friends. Most of my friends from high school are included
in this group, along with friends I made my freshman and sophomore years
who aren't around anymore. What amazes me about old friends is that, even
though you might not keep in touch with them, you never really forget them.
I ran into my best friend from elementary school last weekend at Bullseye of
all places. After a couple minutes of catching up and telling old stories, it was
like we hadn't skipped a beat.
Then there are the people whom you would least expect yourself to want to
associate with, and they end up becoming great friends. Personally, I have to
look no further than my former roommate, Bern. The first time I met him, I
absolutely could not stand him. He was a streetwise kid from the southside of
Chicago with a personality you had to take with a grain of salt. After living with
each other for three years though, we got used to each other. Now we sit on the
phone for hours telling stories of our wonderful Winona adventures and horror
stories of the real world. (He warns there are no snow days in corporate
America.)
Finally, there are the really good friends. These are the ones who go well out
of their way for you. They don't think twice about giving up something for you
or doing anything they can to help you out. They are the ones who offer to give
you a ride home for semester break a couple days later than you planned so you
can stay and party with them for a while. They are the ones who jump in when
you get in a fight at the bar, even when they know you have no chance of
coming out on top. They are the ones who just shut up and listen when they
know you need to talk.
Good friends aren't always easy to find. Trust, respect and time are all
needed in order to form a strong friendship with someone. We should all be
thankful for the friends we have, no matter how we think of them. As for me,
I have made the hundreds of new friends that I once dreamed of and value every
one of them.

Dan Treuter is a columnist for the Winonan. He can be reached at the
following e-mail address: Dtreuter5329@vax2.winona.msus.edu .

LETTERS TO THE EdiTOR
WSU maintenance
not to blame for
sidewalk situation

to ambulators. And still, there is no
I'm not sure if the high brows of
lawn
to cut across.
It snowed
12 of the first 15 days in the WSU administration think students
don't study on weekends or that we're
January. I saw janitors shoveling the
sidewalks outside of their buildings. I actually
all too hung
(or still drunk)
to
studyover
on weekends,
but why
saw maintenance personnel operat- the hell aren't any buildings open on
Dear Editor,
The way I see it, the problem isn't ing plows and snow sweepers on the the damn weekends?
main sidewalks on campus. I saw salt
that the sidewalks are inadequately
It seems to me that the facilities
and sand being spread to help melt (the few we have here that aren't
shoveled. The problem is that there is
snow and create traction for pedestri- broken, out-dated or reserved for the
no grass to walk on. With snow everyans.
where, pedestrians are now relegated
administration) are not made available
I commend everyone who worked to students when we can use them the
to walking only on concrete paths
conveniently laid out on campus so as to remove as much of the snow as most — on the weekends.
possible in an effort to make the
to afford easy and somewhat direct
For students (like me) who work
sidewalks passable.
transport from building to building.
two jobs (to foot the ever increasing
I reveled in the beauty of the new bill here) and take the now required
They can't zip around slow walkers by bopping onto the lawn and snow. I slipped on a patch of ice. I 16 credits to get the hell out of here,
stepped in some slush. I live in we can't much manage to get projects,
cutting through the trees to get to their
destination. Everyone has to maintain Minnesota. That's just the way it is papers and studying done during our
the flow of traffic. There are no passing here. Quit complaining.
"work" weeks. Instead, our only
Jim Danneker
lanes.
opportunities to make the grade come
When it snows, these concrete department of theater and on Friday (nights) and Saturday/
dance
paths are not immune from the
Sunday (mornings) — when we have
precipitation. Pedestrians must walk
an hour or two.
on them while the snow falls and
Maxwell Library (the great piece
before the Winona State grounds crew
of work it is) isn't open until the sun
can get out and shovel or plow. Snow
Dear Editor,
goes down on the weekends. Granted,
gets compacted on the walks.
I'm writing in regards to the the books and equipment within it
Have you ever tried to shovel weekend policies here at Winona went out with the Afro and Velcro
compacted snow? It's a pain in the State. This is my last resort, as I've tennis shoe, but it still has one good
posterior, not to mention the shoulders, called numerous offices, secretaries chair to sit in.
arms and lower back. With the variable and administrators — but like most
I fight with security harder, and
air temperature and amount of things of concern to many WSU more frequently, to get Kryzsko
sunshine, the freshly fallen compacted students, the rubber-wearing suits here Commons open on the weekends than
snow can turn to slush and stay that are too cowardly to fess up to their Democrats do protecting President
way or freeze and present a challenge responsibilities. Clinton (and Bill too).

Locked out

Friends at other schools cannot
believe it when I tell them that
buildings and the labs within aren't
open on the weekends until well past
11 a.m.
Nine a.m. seems to be when most
buildings open on other campuses I
am familiar with. I shutter to think of
the hassle that it might cause someone
here to do the same. But my friends
are more surprised when I tell them ,
this has never been a concern (at least
not an expressed concern) to WSU
students. Maybe I'm the only one
who awakes and walks (sober) to
campus only to find it shut down
tighter than Gore's pie-hole.
But I guess that shows the level of :
importance at which WSU places
education.
The only option, for students like
me, is to continue to walk past a
spineless student body — afraid to sit
up and say something.
I've tried. Have you?
Make some damn phone calls.
Pressure people. It's our school (no
matter how much administration
thinks it's theirs). Demand answers.
Seek them out. Don't settle fora halfassed answer or apology. If something
concerns or irks you, do something.
Like write a letter.
Michael Sigrist
senior
mass communication

Voice your opinion

We invite our readers to share their opinions in these columns. All letters to the editor must be received
by the Friday preceding our Wednesday publication days.
Please send your letters to the Winonan, Kryzsko Commons, Winona, MN 55987. You may also e-mail us
at: Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu .
All letters must include your name, major, year in school and phone number to be published. All letters
are subject to editing when space is limited.
Please direct questions to the managing editor at (507) 457-5119.
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The World of Oz
before, disguised, on several occasions. Just because this is the first
time in your limited realm of experience that you have encountered
me directly, that does not disprove
my existence!"
"And can you forward just one
Opinion
shred of evidence for your authenticity?" Anthony asked, somewhat
Columnist
irritated by the claims of this
pestersome non-entity.
"Why, the first and most obvious
is that I am here, clearly visible to
you!" the epiphany exclaimed.
"Well, that's quite readily exnthony Peck didn't believe plainable," Anthony said, and gesepiphanies existed. And tured with his hand as if to wave it
when he woke one Sunday away. "You are but a delusion, a
morning to find an epiphany hover- figment of my overwrought imagiing over his bed, he was not at all nation. I'm bound to experience any
number of peculiarities before I've
hesitant to tell it so.
"I do not believe you exist, and had my coffee."
Just then Anthony's wife, besince you do not exist, would you
mind removing yourself from my decked in bathrobe and slippers,
room and leaving me alone?" he walked into the room carrying a cup
of coffee on a saucer.
said.
She placed it on the nightstand
"And on what grounds do you
question my existence, Mr. Peck?" for him, then glanced up and noasked the epiphany, ignoring his re- ticed for the first time the epiphany
hovering over her husband. Her face
quest.
"Why, the probability of an contorted into a look of shock and
epiphany existing is quite prepos- utter disbelief.
"What in God's name is that?"
terously low," he answered. "Thus,
I conclude that you are an absurdity, she hoarsely whispered.
"You don't mean to tell me that
and not worth any more of my time."
"To the contrary, Mr. Peck, the you see it too?" Anthony asked inexistence of me is quite probable," credulously.
The epiphany smiled at her, an
the epyphany said defensively. "In
fact, were you to reexamine all the act which inadvertently showed off
relevant data, you would find my an impressive row of intimidatingly
existence to be more probable than sharp teeth. Mrs. Peck shrieked and
ran out of the room.
my nonexistence."
"There. Now if I'm just a delu"Frankly, I don't think you comprehend the implications here," An- sion of your mind, how did I scare
thony stated. "Were you to exist, the hell out of your wife just then?"
Anthony cleared his throat.
you would drastically alter the meaning of reality for me as I have come "Quite simple diagnosis, actually."
to understand it.. You don't exist, He paused a moment before delivand I don't want you to exist! Now ering it, picking up the coffee cup.
"And just what is it, Mr. Knowgood day."
Undaunted, the epyphany said, it-all?" the epiphany asked.
"Mass hallucination," Anthony
"You have, in fact, encountered me

Nick
OZMENT

The trouble
with epiphanys

replied, then took a cautious sip of
the hot brew.
"Mass hallucination?!" the
epiphany fumed.
"Yes, quite obviously my wife
and I are suffering from the same
delusion," he explained. "After having co-habitated together for 15
years, I don't see why that's so improbable."
"Touch me, I'm no hallucination! You can feel me."
In reply to which Anthony said:
"I choose not to touch things that
don't exist."
Its patience spent, the epiphany
sighed in resignation. It began to
flutter away.
But before departing, it said, "If
I may venture to say, you are the
most thick-necked person I have
ever met! Too bad, I was sent here to
warn you ... of your impending danger. Bye-bye."
After a moment had passed, Anthony mused, "I hate it when things
that do not exist insult me. There's
nothing to insult back at."
He said it, however, with contentment, having reassured himself
that there is really no such thing as
an epiphany. He made a mental note
to schedule an appointment with his
old psychiatrist — and get his wife
in too.
As he lifted the coffee cup to his
lips, a tiny chip of plaster plinked
into it and bobbed on the murky,
brown surface. He regarded it a moment with a puzzled expression.
Then, with trepidation, Anthony
Peck raised his eyes to peer up at the
ceiling — in time to notice for one
brief second that the ceiling was
much closer than usual.
And getting closer at a terrible
rate.

Nick Ozment is a columnist for
the Winonan. He can be reached at
the following e-mail address:
Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu .
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Clothes

ll material here is mine; I
came up with it, and it's mine.
If anyone would like to use
this material, they would either have
to ask me nicely or give me a Klondike
bar.
Clothes. Everybody wears them
— whether it is just a sheet tossed
around their mid-section or a nice
tailored suit with an unpronounceable
name. People need clothes, and
clothes need people. Without clothes,
people would just be naked, cold
(unless they lived in the southern half
of the country) and probably more
outgoing. You see, clothes just give
us one more avenue to be different, to
have our own style.
Clothes let us be more insecure
about ourselves too. A lot of people
like to hide things underclothes. Some
people feel the need to wear a certain
type of garment so they can fit in at
school or hang out at the mall. That's
not fair. For one, it makes people who
aren't wearing these "really cool"
clothes look bad, and second, it makes
the clothes feel bad. Dedicating one's
clothing preference to one brand or
style limits possibilities. Crushed
velvet suits in neon colors never went
out in my book.
There are lots of clothes that people
just don't think about when they are
going to the store or sitting at the
sewing machine. Togas and moomoos are another great example of
clothes that people don't wear so much
anymore. A lot of Greek and Roman
rulers wore togas, and they were great
at what they did. I think it would be
great if all government leaders
reverted to that. Wearing togas would
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put politics in a whole new light.
Many college students would
probably look toward politics as a
possible career choice just because of
the chance to wear a toga every day.
Some people like to wear big moomoos and sneak their friends into the
theaters under them. Others like to
hide the horrible features of their body
they refuse to let anyone see except
the doctor who said they didn't know
what that was ... and their parents.
Well, let's delve into the history of
clothes for a little bit. You're probably
thinking that if people weren't around,
clothes wouldn't be around either;
they'd just be lying around all day,
just fading away to nothing. That's
how a garment passes on you know:
"Great garments don't dies they just
fade away." A great philosopher said
that, but I can't think of his/her name.
I'm sure they are/were great.
Well I guess you could look at it
this way: If there weren't any people
to wear clothes, then clothes wouldn't
be made. But you would be WRONG.
Have you ever wondered about those
old ladies who have those little
Chihuahua dogs with sweaters and Tshirts on? You think they buy them?
You think those T-shirts shrunk in the
wash?
You see, Chihuahua dogs are
known for a few things: enticing
people to eat Mexican food, yelping a
lot and making clothing. Chihuahua
dogs have made tons of clothes for
themselves and for lots of other
animals. It is rumored that a
Chihuahua dog gave Adam a shirt
that said, "Welcome to the
neighborhood"; it's in the Bible. Or if
you don't believe in that, you could
believe the other rumor that is also

Photos by

floating around that a Chihuahua dog
made a sweater for a caveman. I'm
not sure what was on it, but I think it
was a stick figure of a Chihuahua dog
and a caveman playing catch.
And so the trend of keeping warm
with clothes and other assorted
garments began to catch on; cavemen
and cavewomen were dressing up all
over the continent. It was great. Then
the cavemen and cavewomen thought,
"These loin cloths and loin blouses "
are just too drab; we should put
something on to dress them up !" So a
June bug was found lying on the
ground, and a cavewoman grabbed it
and put it on the left side of her loin
blouse and grunted. It looked good.
Thus the first accessory was made,
later to be called a broach.
This idea of adding accessories
was great. It opened new areas of
clothing to animals all over the place;
Chihuahua dogs started
experimenting with straps around their
necks made out of bamboo or twine;
they called them necklaces, and the
cavemen and cavewomen called them
collars. The term collars stuck and is
still used to this day.
Clothes have evolved over the
years and so has the way they are
made and worn. People now wear
hats to cover their heads from those
jealous birds that like to evacuate
their bowels on people's heads as
they walk under neighborhood trees.
Other things that have been derived
from the old loin cloth and loin blouse
are things like scarves and socks.
These garments keep other parts of
the body warm that are exposed to the
winds of this earth.
You should look at the clothes you
are (hopefully) wearing while you are
reading this and think (to yourself)
about where it all started. If it hadn't
been for that Chihuahua dog that once
got cold and decided to put something
on so it wouldn't freeze and then gave
it to the first people on our planet,
we'd all be naked.

Dustin Moburg is a columnist for
the Winonan. He can be reached at
Dmoburg3058@vax2.winona.msus.edu .

David M. Wichterman/WiNoNAN

How does the accessibility of facilities, services on weekends affect you?
or most people, especially college students, time is a precious commodity. And it is at
Winona State University where, in
addition to further preparing for a
career in our chosen areas of study
and focus, we are supposed to be
learning how to more efficiently manage the time that is not consumed by
attending class and gaining both
money and experience at a part-time
job.
In accordance with the natural order of learning, application of a concept or lesson is a logical successor to
knowledge and comprehension. But
because of an outstanding policy at
Winona State that mandates that the
majority of the academic buildings on
campus be locked and "closed for
service" on weekends, students are
left to find other ways to apply what
they have presumably learned about
time management.
WSU recruiters and representatives
boast that their university has firstrate facilities, quality services and
top-of-the-line technology. What they
fail to mention is that their amenities,
that are funded and run by our tuition
dollars, are not available to students
on the weekends — when the majority of students have the most free
time.
Similarly, most of the shopping
malls in my hometown (a suburb of
Milwaukee, Wis.) are open four hours
later on the weekdays than they are on
the weekends. It's not only inconvenient, but also illogical.
Even though a significant majority
of the Winona State student body is
made up of Minnesota residents, I
wouldn't consider our university a
"suitcase college," as are many bigcity universities that rely on commuters to make up a significant majority
of their student population. But WSU
is fast becoming one as, more and
more frequently, students are unable
to utilize that which is offered to them;
they will soon have no other choice
but to seek other places and means of
getting their work done.

F

LAUREN
OSbORNE
Managing
Editor
A prime example of administrative bureaucracy and WSU's focus on
the priorities of staff members rather
than those of students is Maxwell
Library, which is open Fridays from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. and Sunday from 1 p.m. to
midnight. For students who work
eight-hour weekend jobs, studying and
research get involuntarily postponed
until Sunday afternoon or evening.
It is understood that the adult library staff, as well as the student
staffers, need a break from their jobs,
but I'll be so bold as to bet there are
more than enough students who
qualify for work study who would be
willing to sacrifice some weekend
hours to supervise library operations
— if not to earn money for tuition to
at least to get into the library to do
some studying.
Along with the library, WSU's
weight and exercise facilities, dark
rooms, practice rooms (in the Performing Arts Center), computer labs
and other facilities supposedly made
accessible and available to students
are indeed not.
Again, the exercise rooms are only
open during limited hours, the PAC
practice rooms must be opened by a
member of WSU security, and most
other labs located in academic buildings cannot be opened at all, requiring
students to get all necessary homework done before Friday and stealing
away even more precious time.
Time we don't have to waste.

Lauren Osborne is the managing
editor of the Winonan. She can be
reached by phone at (507) 457-2425
or at the following e-mail address:
Losborne9290@vax2.winona.msus.edu.

It doesn't affect me. I don't use the
buildings on the weekends, I'm too
busy partying.
Brendon Braatz
junior/business administration

I like that they are open late, so I
can go in after class.
Charlene Taylor
freshman/earth science

The library affects me because I
can't study.
Jill Tuhacek
junior/public relations

I find for myself being in theater
it's okay, because you can usually
get into the PAC. Keep that on the
straight.
Clinton Jeffery
sophomore/theater

Not too much. It would be nice if
the buildings were open on the
weekends.
Jamie Sisch
sophomore/health education

It doesn't affect me.
Khamnouan Sengchanthong
senior/elementary education

It doesn't really affect me; I don't
use them.
Nisanyon Boye
senior/paralegal

Walking through buildings would
be n;ce in the winter; but you can't
because they are closed.
Nia Brouillette
freshman/theater
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Young WSU runners ready to jump the gun
Coach Matter prepares 16 freshmen
Mike Kaebisch
WINONAN

Sports
Editor

NBA not worth time
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When the 1999 Winona State University women's track and field season opens up Friday (3:30 p.m.) at the
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire,
there will be plenty of new faces in the
Warrior line-up.
In fact, 16 of the 29 members will
be competing in their first collegiate
competition.
What does this mean? WSU is
young.
Over 75 percent of the team is
underclassmen.
But this doesn't mean the Warriors won't be competitive.

"I am pleased to have more numbers out," Warrior coach Christa
Matter said. "It will be nice to have
enough people to compete in every
event."
That's something that WSU has
not been able to do in the four years
Matter has been at Winona State.
Freshmen hoping to make a contribution to WSU track and field include: Erika Hahn (Brooklyn Center,
Minn.), Mereidith Nordberg
(Bloomington, Minn.) and Kelly
Stewart (Schaumburg, Ill.).
Winona Cotter graduate and UWEau Claire transfer student Kim Garry
is also new to the Warrior program.
Returning to anchor the team is

All-Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference runnerMichelleDesruisseaux.
Desruisseaux, a sophomore from
Hoffman Estates, Ill., is coming off a
season during which she broke the
school record in the heptathlon (3,449

"I am pleased to
have more
numbers out. It will
be nice to have
enough people to
compete in every
event."

points). She also set the school mark
in the 200-meter hurdles (29.76 seconds).
Desruisseaux competed in the 55meter high hurdles, 100-meter high
hurdles and the 400-meter intermediate hurdles.
She doesn' t just run hurdles though,
she runs the 55-meter dash, 200-meter
dash, 800-meter run and competes in
the long jump, javelin and high jump.
To say Desruisseaux was the
team's all-around athlete would be a
given, and to say that more is expected from her this season would
also be a moot point.
"We are looking to improve
Michelle," Matter said. "I am real
excited to see how much she can
improve.

"She has a year under her belt, and
now we know what to expect from
her," Matter said.
Also back are Nora Prom (Jackson, Minn.) in the shot-put and discus
and Kelly Kamperschoer (Mahtomedi,
Minn.).
Jill Guenther (Sun Prairie, Wis.),
who runs for on WSU's cross country team, begins her second sport of
the year as a distance runner.
Karen Maseide (Mayseiduag,
Norway) joins the team in sprints.
Prom, also a sophomore, will be
looking to better her fourth-place finish in the discus and fifth-place finish
in the shot put from the NSIC Outdoor Championships last season.

s if my clicker-friendly
fingers needed another
reason to channel surf
among the three $100-TCI staticloving stations I receive.
Beginning Feb. 5, the National
Christa Matter
Basketball Association starts
WSU track and field coach
another oh-so compelling season.
See Runners, page 10
Compelling because we do want
to see firsthand when tip-offs are
graciously handed to the visiting
team for the owners' fear of muscle
pulls.
Seriously, we need to see NBA
superstars jogging up and down the
ever-increasing corporate sponsored
hardwood floor as much as Olympic
committees need their phones
tapped.
We need to watch a bunch of 19- Mike Kaebisch
SSU's post play to a couple baskets.
year-old multimillionaires trash talk
WINONAN
As far as the Koenen brothers'
themselves up and down a court
production, only Chad reached double
like we need to watch Kazam.
Heading into Saturday's Northern figures (12 points). The Warrior deBut we cannot miss witnessing
, /faa.advorw., 74
Sun Intercollegiate Conference fense held the trio to only 25 points
the new bland of basketball they've
match-up with Southwest State Uni- and eight rebounds.
termed MJ No Longer, which stands
"It was a real good team effort,"
versity, the Winona State University
for, of course, "Me Jog No Longer."
men's basketball team knew that, if it Leaf said.
Players have already begun to
A big part of holding the Koenen
was going to be successful, it would
roll their overweight, basketball out
have to stop the Koenen brothers — brothers in check was the play of
of shape bodies onto practice courts
WSU's 6-foot-8all three of them.
around the country.
inch senior Steve
Coming into the
You thought haunted houses had
Abbott.
game Scott, Chad,
creaky wood floors; the wail you'll
"We knew about
Abbott came
and Mike Koenen
hear coming from the painted
the brothers. We
off the bench and
had combined to
hardwood will make your ears ring
played just under
average 33 points
didn't change our
louder than listening to Michael
10 minutes, deand 17 rebounds a
game for them; we
Buffer's copyrighted "Leeeeeeets
fending the Musgame.
get ready to rummmmmmble"
just played our
tangs biggest
"We knew
mantra.
game."
weapon, 6-footabout the brothWord is the Cleveland Cavaliers
10-inch Chad
ers," WSU guard
Kyle Schlaak - need a wheelbarrow if they wish to
Koenen.
Kyle Schlaak said.
WSU guard
get Shawn Kemp to work — no, not
"Abbott did an
"We didn't change
because it's Take-Your-Eightawesome job inour game for them;
Illegitimate-Children-You-Neverside," Leaf said.
we just played our
See-to-Work Day but because the
"He wasn't going to let (SSU) score
game."
Rainman is giving Rush Limbaugh
And the Warriors (4-0 NSIC, 8-10 inside."
a run for his money in the "My Fat
In limited action, Abbott collected
overall) played their game to perfecBelly Is As Big As My Fat Mouth
tion in their 80-68 victory at McCown four points, hauled down two rebounds
Is" Contest.
and swatted two Chad Koenen shot
Gymnasium.
You thought the Chicago Bears
"There were two big keys to the attempts.
ran a leaky you're-our-head-coach"We knew we had to have some
game," Warrior coach Mike Leaf said.
whether-you-know-it-or-not ship;
"First we wanted to out-rebound the big minutes from Steve," Leaf said.
the state of the NBA is completely
Early in the first half, Schlaak folMustangs, and secondly, we wanted
in shambles. It reinstated Latrell
lowed Hans Albrecht' s missed lay-up
to take away the SSU post players."
, Sprewell, and teams are signing free
Both of those keys turned out to be with a dunk that brought the Warrior
Jackie M. Jedynak/WINoNAN
agents ;:ke they're going cut of
in WSU's favor as it out-rebounded
Kyle Schlaak eases in an easy two points in Saturday's 80-68 win. The sophomore had a game-high 23
style. (Note to owners: Don't worry.
See Men, page 9 points.
the Mustangs 43-21 and reduced
Luckily for you, there are more upand-coming players. I'm sure if you
start signing them out of junior
high, JoE Supa' Fly and gang won't
know how to count their rolls of
Senior guard scores
Benjamins).
If watching these classless, jivegame-high 21 points
talking teenagers play their version
DEKALB, Ill. — Things like this year, came through again.
in 75-66 NSIC win
of streetball for $80 a pop weren't
don't
usually happen — an NCAA
Kassy Kroening led the way for
enough, now we're asked to follow
Division
I team is not suppose to lose the Warriors with a second-place score
them around the country.
Jason Schulte
to a DII program.
of 9.60.
These players are fleeing their
WINONAN
But when it comes to the strength
Her routine, which includes two
once perfect-fit teams so quickly
and talent of the Winona State Uni- double-backs, is fairly new, accordBehind the play of Stacey
you'd think the Narcotics Squad on
versity gymnastics team, very few ing to coach Rob Murray.
Brunner and Amanda Brown, the
"Cops" were banging down their
stand in it's way.
"She really hit; they have improved
Winona State University women's
locker room doors and instructing
That
was
the
case
when
WSU
travin
confidence
and quality each meet
basketball team defeated Southwest
CuJo to search their jocks.
eled
to
Evens
Field
House
and
deso
far,"
Murray
said. "She had an
State University 75-66 Saturday
If there were a solitary soul left
feated
its
host,
Northern
Illinois
Uniexceptional
opening
pass."
night in Northern Sun Intercollewho still enjoyed watching, for lack
versity,
by
21.05
points
Saturday.
Kroening,
was
not
happy with her
giate
Conference
basketball.
of a better term, "professional"
The
Warriors
finished
with
a
team
warm-up
routine
either
but didn't
The
Warriors
(2-2
NSIC,
9-9
basketball, he'd be hard-pressed to
score
of
185.12
and
narrowly
lost
out
show
it
during
her
performance.
overall)
got
out
to
a
fast
start
and
keep up with his favorite gansta'.
to Eastern Michigan University that
"I was kind of worried about
never looked back, as it led 36-15
Scottie Pippen's doing the Texas
took home the championship trophy floor,"Murray said. "We've never rewith 6 minutes, 32 seconds left in
Two-Step with ex-mate Stevie Kerr.
with a 164.10.
ally had a great floor there," Kroening
the first half.
Antonio McDyesss is a McNugget
Winona State brought home strong said. "This is the first time we've had
Brunner and Brown had 24 of the
— once again. Pretty boy Christian
scores all across the board, but lead- strong performances."
36 points scored.
Laettner joined the Bad Boys in
ing the way was Heidi Wolf with a
Kroening was also a fifth-place
"She (Brunner) had a beautiful
Detroit, Googs followed his wife
first-place
(9.525) finish on the un- finisher on the balance beam (9.55).
game," WSU coach Terri Sheridan
into the dessert, and Sprewell (is he
even bars.
In her first season competing as an
said.
Bone, Thug or is he Harmony?)
Wolf, a senior, has been working all-arounder, Megan Bondeson is getBrunner finished up with a gamenow harasses coaches in the Big
hard to break the school record on the ting the job done. She finished in third
high 21 points and pulled down
Apple.
bars but is glad that it hasn't come just with a 37.40 score, a career high.
seven rebounds.
You thought what he did to PJ
yet.
It's Bondeson's support of her
"My last two practices I hadn't
was bad; wait until he gets his
"The
record
for
me
is
a
goal;
it
teammates
that makes her a powerful
been playing well," Brunner said.
hands around Van Gundy's twerpy
keeps
me
going,"
Wolf
said.
"It's
like
asset.
"When I got my first shot to fall, I
little thoat. You better believe there
my motivation."
"She has a great grasp on the meanreally felt it."
will be something bigger than a
Although
she
claimed
to
have
a
ing
of team," Murray said. "She's one
Brown finished with 14 points,
bruise — can you say thumb-sized
bad
warm-up
on
the
bars,
Wolf
was
big
part of how well this team has
nine
rebounds
and
five
block
shots.
stoma.
pleased
with
her
final
performance.
gelled
this year."
She
just
missed
out
on
her
12th
I'd like to see that. Maybe there
"I
told
myself
I
had
to
do
it
and
Murray
is pleased with his team's
double-double
of
the
year.
is a reason to tune in.
make the corrections from my mis- performances so far this season.
Jeff Mulfinger/WiNoNAN
As Winona State was increasing
Michael Sigrist is the sports editor
takes in warm-ups," Wolf said. "My
"We've had a steady climb in evits lead, SSU (2-2, 8-10) couldn't hit Marin Raether (white jersey) looks to the hoop despite pressure
for the Winonan. He can be reached
from
Mustang
Andrea
Schreier.
The
Winona
State
sophomore
findismount
wasn't too good. Other ery competition this year," he said.
the broadside of a barn.
by phone at (507) 457-5520, or by eished the night with four points.
than that I was really happy."
He hopes that trend will continue
mail at the following address:
The floor exercise, which has been when the women travel to the Universigs1124@yahoo.com .
See Women, page 9
a strong event for the WSU team this sity of Iowa on Jan. 30.

Winona men remain
perfect with 80-68 win

Sophomore Schlaak steps up again, sinks
23 points; Warriors solve SSU brother trio

Brunner leads women past SSU Threesome leads
WSU gymnasts to 2nd
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Bondeson is all smiles when
it comes to gymnastics
Michael Sigrist
WINONAN

S

ometimes you notice
lies in the fact that she trains
things instantly.
constantly — in the gym or in the
When you see Megan
library. Not because she has to, but
Bondeson, you just know she's a
because as she said: "I'm very hard
top-notch athlete. Weekend ,
on myself. If I could be in the gym
recreationalists just aren't in her
all day, perfecting something, I
kind of shape.
would be."
And when you talk with
She might be with her resume.
Bondeson, something else should
The Lakeville, Minn. native is
become perfectly clear — she
one of only two all-around competiloves gymnastics, and can't speak tors at WSU and arguably its
enough of it.
highest, most consistent scorer.
But if an introduction turns
Saturday, she posted a career-high
into conversation, you'd be hard37.40 at a triangular held at
pressed not to
Northern Illinois
see Bondeson
University.
break a smile.
She transferred
"I'm very hard on
She has a
from the Univertendency to
sity of Iowa
myself.
flash her smile
("Once a
If I could be in the
— one that
Hawkeye, always
gym all day,
showcases her
a Hawkeye," she
perfecting something,
almost tooadmits with that
I would be."
perfect-toosmile.) where she
bear-white
competed weekly
teeth whenever
Megan Bondeson with Division I
she tells a joke
WSU gymnast athletes from
or story. But
around the Big
her infectious
Ten on the floor
grin always appears when you get and beam.
Bondeson to talk about gymnas"It was a hard decision for me to
tics.
go down a skill level," she said of
Bondeson boosts a calming
transferring from a DI program to a
laugh, but one that makes you
DII. "But I really didn't want to sit
wonder if she knows something
out a year. I love it too much."
you don't. She looks like a
And it seems to allow everything
typical second-year student in a
else fall into place.
sense; she's 5-foot-4-inches, with
"When I wasn't able to be in
straight, shoulder-length hair
(gymnastics) my grades went
that's tied back with an elastic
downhill and I ate all the time ... I
scrunchy. On this day, she's
couldn't handle it," she said. "My
decked out in a dark pair of sweat mom finally said, 'OK, let's go
pants with a light blue sweater to
back."
match.
Wise choice.
But the difference between her
She was asked to train with one
and a regular second-year student
of the most well-known coaches in

fro

,

vt.& 4'

the country and declined the offe r,
opting to stay closer home.
At 16, she broke a foot, spent
eight weeks in a cast and shoved it
in her doubting coach's face by
making Nationals.
Devoted? The essence of the word.
"You've got to be
super dedicated

Red Wing, Minn., ... and the little
Bondeson was right in tow.
"I was just always in the gym,
and I grew to love it," she said in
typical gym-rat pride.
Bondeson said there is more of
an emotional likeness which runs
in the family rather than an
athletic one.
She confides, almost
proudly, that her father, a
stark contrast
physically
to his
if you want to do
daughters,
well in this
cries every time
sport," she
one of them does well.
admitted. "The
"I'll stick a landing, or
only difference
(my sister) will hit a free
between (Olympic athletes)
throw and he'll get mistyand others is the amount of
eyed." Her parents haven't
time in the gym really."
missed a meet — save for her
And perhaps their overtrip to Florida when she was at
zealous parents.
Iowa.
"A lot of parents get too wrapped
"I love seeing them there," she
up in (their kid's success). They
said. "They always give me great
can't handle it if they aren't as good encouragement."
at one level as they were at anAt Iowa, Bondeson only
other," she said. "They're very
competed on floor and on the
balance beam — her two favorite
pushy-pushy."
events — which left her a lot of
She's quick to admit that she's
seen and heard parents "bribe" their spare time to think and worry.
"(Being an all-arounder) now,
own children.
where I'm in each event, I don't
"I've been around it my whole
have a lot of time to sit and worry
life," she said.
She might have been around it,
about (the competition)," she
but it never entered the Bondeson
said. "I'm moving all the time ...
home.
always keeping busy."
"No, no, no," she said insisShe loves her floor routine but
tently. "My parent's have always
respects the danger and challenge
been good about (sports)."
of the 4-inch wide beam.
Her younger sister is track star,
"I love performing on the floor
set to attend Northern Iowa on an
because it shows my personality,"
athletic scholarship. Bondeson
she said.
admits, grinning again, that her
She's listened to and trained
parents had their hands full with the with the same floor routine for
two athletes.
the customary two years. It
"I was always in the gym, and
begins with a sample taken from
she was always off doing someRiverdance, then blends into a
thing," she said.
Latin-American, up-tempo piece.
"I'm outgoing," she said. "So
Talk to the 19-year-old long
(the routine) suits me and really
enough and barely a story is told
without a reference to her family — entertains the crowds."
She thrives on competition,
a close-knit group that was a major
influence in both her transferring to always looking for a higher,
tougher goal. "I'm very selfWSU and in embedding a love of
motivated," she said. "But I like
gymnastics.
competing with better athletes ...
Her mother competed at the
University of Wisconsin-River Falls they push me."
As if she needs a push.
and taught the sport for 13 years in
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Jason Schulte
WINONAN

POSITION: Second-year assistant women's basketball coach;
sixth-year assistant baseball coach.
DEGREE: B.A. Winona State
'83, M.A. Winona State '97.
Q: Why did you decide to go to
WSU as a student?
A: It was either here or the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse. I
was a batboy for the baseball team
in 1969, and I've
always kept in
touch with (WSU
head baseball)
coach (Gary)
Grob.
Coach
Nauman showed
interest in me for
playing basketball, so it was an
easy choice.
Q: Did you
ever expect to be
working with the
men who recruited
you?
A: Not when I
was a student, of course. But, it's
been fun. I go fishing and golfing
with Grob and Nauman a lot. All
players should do that.
Q:How about returning as a
coach?
A: I bounced around Wisconsin
coaching high school and basketball for 10 years. When coach Grob
told me the baseball position was
opening up, I decided to come back.
Q: Did you expect to get the
women's job?
A: Not really. It opened up about
the same time I was finishing my
master's and coach Nauman mentioned my name to coach Sheridan
about the position, and the rest is
history. Now it's a full-time position with a four-year contract.
Q: Has it been your goal to coach
at the college level?
A: My goal has always been to

be a head coach of baseball at the
college level. My father was a high
school coach and teacher, and I've
always wanted to be like him, just at
a higher level.
Q: What have you learned from
coach Grob and Sheridan?
A: To be organized and detailed
in running a full-time program.
Q: What's the difference between coaching men and women?
A: Not as big as everbody thinks.
Women seem to be more receptive
and willing to
listen. However, at this
level, athletes
are athletes.
Q: Favorite
baseball team?
A: The Milwaukee Brewers, followed by
the Cubs. It was
easy to cheer for
both because
the Brewers
used to be in the
American
League and the
Cubs in the National. Last year, it was hard because the Brewers switched leagues.
Q: How much fun was last year's
baseball team?
A: It was a great time with 12
seniors leading the way. They're
very hardworking and showed great
leadership. However, things are
looking good for this year; we could
surprise a lot of people.
Q: What do you do in practices
for both men and women?
A: For baseball, it's mainly pitching, catching and defense. I'm in
charge of the defense for basketball
and working with the post players
on offense.
Q: Was there anything that surprised you about the women when
you took the job?
A: I was impressed by how hard
these girls worked. They came out
and wanted to succeed.
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Companies attending include:
3M
A.M. Miller & Associates, Inc.
Accessability
ACR Homes
AFLAC
Air Force Officer Accessions
Allied Interstate, Inc.
American Express Fin. Advisors
American Family Insurance
American Management Systems
AmeriCorps National Service
Analysts International Corporation
Andersen Consulting
Aramark Corporation
Arrow Advantage
Asian Foods, Inc.
Augustana Care Corporation
Bally Total Fitness
BankAmerica Mortgage
Bankers Systems
Becklund Home Health Care, Inc.
Beckman Coulter, Inc.
Berkey Information Services
Best Buy Company
Beverly Healthcare
Born Information Services, Inc.
C.H. Robinson Company
Career Professionals, Inc.
CFG Insurance Services, Inc.
Charter Solutions, Inc.
Ciber, Inc.
Ciprico Inc.
Citibank (SD), N.A.
Coldwell Banker Burnet

Community Credit Co.
Control Data Systems, Inc.
Cooperating Community Programs
Coordinated Business Systems, Ltd.
Damark International
Dart Transit Company
Decision Systems, Inc.
DynaMark
E.W. Blanch
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Express Scripts/ValueRX
Famous Footwear
Farmers Insurance Group-Dennison
Agency
Federated Insurance Companies
Fingerhut Corporation
First Investors Corp.
Franchise Associates, Inc.
Frito Lay, Inc.
G&K Services
GE Capital. Fleet Services
General Mills
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Great Plains
Green Tree Financial
Hagen Systems, Inc.
Hammer Residences, Inc.
HBOC
Hennepin County Human
Resources
Herberger's
Hertz Equipment Rental
Hibbing Electronics Corp.
Hickory Tech Corporation.
Horace Mann Insurance
Hubbard Broadcasting

IBM Mid America Credit Union
IKON Office Solutions
Information Advantage
Intergrated Decisions &
Systems, Inc.
Intergrated Network Techn., Inc.
InterStaff
JC Penney
JD Edwards
Jeane Thorne, Inc.
Katun Corporation
Kmart Corporation
Lab Support
Lockheed Martin
LSS Data Systems
Lyon Financial Services
Manpower on-site at Honeywell
Marriott International
Mass Mutual-The Blue Chip
Company
MCA-MN Corr. Assoc. Student
Services
McLeod USA Publishing Company
Menasha Corporation
Mervyn's California
Michael's Foods
Midcom, Inc.
Mid-continent Area Power Pool
Minco Products, Inc.
Minnesota Comrn.Group/MN
Public Radio
Minnesota Life, A Minnesota
Mutual Company
MN Department of Corrections

MN Department of Corrections
MN Work Force Center/MN Dept.
of Econ. Sec.
Nash Finch Company
National Computer Systems
North Star Resource Group
Northwest Airlines
Northwestern Mutual Life
Northwestern Mutual LifeBohannon
Norwest Financial
Norwest Services, Inc.
Nystrom, Inc.
Office Depot
Office Team
Old Republic National Title
Insurance Co.
ONTRACK Data International
Osmose, Inc.
Pamida, Inc.
Payless Shoe Source
Peace Corps
Perkins Resturant
Phoenix Residence, Inc.
Piper Jaffray, Inc.
Preference Personnel
Principal Financial Group
Pro Staff
Prudential
Ramsey County Government
Receivables Control Corporation
Retek Information Systems
Robert Half/Accountemps
Rosemount, Inc.
RWJ & Associates
Schwan's Sales & Marketing

Schwan's Sales Enterprises
Sears, Roebuck and Company
Sherwin -Williams Company
Software Architects, Inc.
St. Cloud Hospital
St. Paul Companies, Inc.
Standard Register Company
Star Tribune-Work Avenue
State Farm Insurance Companies
State Fund Mutual Companies
State of Minnesota
Target Stores
Tasks Unlimited
TCF National Bank
Tires Plus
Transport America
United HealthCare-Edina
United HealthCare-St. Louis Park
United States Marine Corps
(Officer Programs)
Universal Pensions, Inc.
US Bureau of Census
Venator Group
(FootLocker/Champs
Sports)
Viking Electric Supply
Walgreen Co.
Wallace Computer Services, Inc.
Wausau Insurance Companies
YMCA of Metro Mpls & Greater
St. Paul

Register at Winona State University Career Planning & Placement
110 Gildemeister (507)457-5340
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66
JOE THEISMAN BECAUSE HE'S
AN ARROGANT PRICK.

99
ROBERT SMITH
Answering a poll question:
"Who's your least favorite
announcer? "Smith chose to
give a reason as well

ROOM
FROM THE LOCKER
66
I MUST'VE FELT

IF I'D BEEN STRUNG OUT ON

REAL COMFORTABLE IN THE MIDDLE OF MORMON COUNTRY AT

DRUGS AS OPPOSED TO GAM-

UTAH. THE TRUTH IS THAT MY HIGH SCHOOL IN CALIFORNIA

BLING, I'D PROBABLY STILL

PEOPLE THINK I'M SO VANILLA WHITE THAT

WAS ONLY

40 PERCENT WHITE, AND COMING TO UTAH WAS THE
CULTURE SHOCK.

KEITH VAN HORN

99

"Zemke played well in 16 minutes
with four points and six rebounds,
and Jeanelle's three assists led to big
baskets in the second half," she said.
For most of the game, WSU held
SSU to only one shot, which resulted
in a 50-37 rebounding advantage.
"We emphasized rebounding in
practice," Sheridan said.
In the second half, WSU got the

Upon further review mi.
RANAN

L. IshAm
Sports
Writer

Jordan: man of
many talents

p

ersonally, I'm glad
Michael Jordan retired for real this time.
Don't get me wrong; I would
love to see him continue to play
for the Chicago Bulls, but really,
give the guy a break. He probably
hasn't had a private moment since
he joined the NBA.
There were books, movies,
television commercials, magazine
articles and press conference after
press conference. The list could
(and does) go on and on.
It's amazing he played as long
as he did, really. I don't think I
could have dealt with all that
pressure. Few can.
That is what made MJ the
so-called "God" of the hardwood.
He knew how to handle and deal
with pressure situations - both
on and off the court.
It was very rare to hear of
Jordan doing bad things in his life.
Yes, there was that gambling
incident - whatever came of it?
Who knows and who really
cares? I highly doubt anyone
began to dislike him after that
episode in his life, but who
knows, some people are sensitive
to those sorts of things.
Have you ever heard of
Michael being charged with
assault or domestic abuse? Does
Jordan have any illegitimate
children?
No.
He knew the difference
between right and wrong, and I'm
sure he knew that, if he did do
something wrong, everyone would
know about it the next day.
That was the strength of Jordan
- he was smart. Of course
everyone knows he's a smart
basketball player, but perhaps
more importantly - he's a smart
man.
He can handle the media like

one of his take-your-breath-away
turn around jump shots. He didn't
make the people of Chicago
respect him; he earned it from
them.
He made them - and
millions of others - feel as if
they actually knew him.
The respect his fans had for
him - a man who has awed the
professional basketball world for
13 years - was and still is
indescribable.
It's amazing to see the types of
young players in the NBA now.
They're money-hungry, trashtalking, showboaters. Maybe it's
good Michael left when he did.
Who would want to be associated
with those kinds of guys?
There are two completely
different generations of basketball players in the NBA now. But
I think a lot of these young
athletes could still learn from
Jordan's generation of competitors.
It always impressed me to see
the camaraderie Jordan had with
teammates and opponents. Even
though they were all such great
competitors, they still managed to
enjoy playing against each other.
The best part of being able to
witness the Michael Jordan era of
basketball was not his talent or
abilities - but his smile.
He could light up the entire
United Center with that smile the smile that would catch the
fan in the farthest corner of the
building. The smile he flashed at
the crowd after an unbelievable
play or game-winning shot left
them all mesmerized.
I seriously feel bad for all the
people yet to come into this
world who weren't lucky enough
to be around and see No. 23 play
ball.
He is a man of many talents.
The thing that makes him not just
the greatest basketball player ever
is that he is just as successful off
the court as he was on. He has
done what many people once
dreamt impossible. He continued
to defy us all - game in, game
out.
It's good he left - I don't
know if I could have been any
more impressed.
Raegan Isham is a sports writer
for the Winonan. She can be reached
at the following e-mail address:
Risham3653@vax2.winona.msus.edu.

I DON'T HAVE TIME, ESPECIALLY DURING
I GET HOME AT 6 P.M. THE FOOD HAS TO

MY WIFE DOES.
THE SEASON.

BE READY, AND THE CLOTHES HAVE TO BE CLEAN. I'VE
GOT AN HOUR OF STUDYING TO DO EVERY NIGHT AFTER
EVERYTHING ELSE IS DONE.

99

99

TYRONE BRAXTON

PETE ROSE

The classy Bronco defensive back answering, "Who does the laundry in the
house?"

On the hypocrisy that is
Major League Baseball

Hold your chin high

Continued from page 7

"Our defense (Heather Livingstone, Jeanelle Soland and Brunner)
did a great job on her," Sheridan said.
"She had been battling the flu, and
Winona did a good job on her defensively," Mustang coach Kelly Kruger
said. "She lost her confidence, which
is uncharacteristic of her."
Sheridan also gave credit to Ann
Zemke and Soland.

66

THEY'D PAY FOR MY REHAB.

Former Utah Ute and current New Jersey Net (as of Jan. 27)
on his being labeled the Great White Hope.

lead to 23 before foul trouble sparked
a mini-Mustang comeback that
brought the lead to 11.
"We were committing too many
fouls in the second half, but it was a
large lead for them to come back
from," Sheridan said.
Kruger agreed.
"We just dug ourselves too much
of a hole," he said.
The Mustangs were led by Shelly
Honerman, who scored 15 points off
the bench. Andrea Schreier had a
double-double (11 points,10 rebounds).
Lesley Miller tossed in 10 points
to aid the Warrior cause.
Next up for Winona State is a road
game against UM-Morris tonight
(5:30 p.m.).
Brunner and Sheridan realize each
game from now on is extremly important.
"Our goal is to take each game one
at a time and not look ahead," Brunner
said.
"Any win in this conference is
huge because it's such a balanced
conference," Sheridan said.

9
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BE MANAGING THE REDS, AND

Women
They shot less than 28 percent in
the first half.
WSU put the clamps on Dani
Coleman, who came into the game
leading the NSIC in scoring with a
23.3 average.
She went 0-for-14 from the floor,
including 0 of 8 from 3-point range.

Page

Warriors 75, Mustangs 66
WINONA (75)

Raether 2-5 0-0 4, Brunner
10-14 0-0 21, Brown 6-10 2-8 14,
Livingstone 3-10 0-0 7, Sandre 15 2-2 4, (sham 0-0 0-2 0, Reisner
1-1 4-46, Miller 3-8 4-4 10, Zemke
2-3 0-2 4, Grandquist 0-0 1-3 1,
Soland 2-7 0-0 4. Piller 0-0 0-0
0.Totals 30-63 13-25 75.
SOUTHWEST STATE (66)

Zelimer 2-7 1-2 4, Gora 1-6 88 11, Boman 1-2 0-0 2, Coleman
0-14 0-0 0, Schreier 3-10 3-5 11,
Pelzel 4-7 3-5 12, Spray 0-1 0-0
0, Brown 1-1 0-0 2, Honermann
7-14 1-2 15, Hubbling 3-5 2-3 8.
Totals 22-67 18-25 66.
3-point goals - Winona 2-12
(Brunner 1-1, Livingstone 1-4,
Sandre 0-3, Soland 0-4), Southwest 4-17 (Gora 1-5, Coleman 08, Scheier 2-2, Pelzel 1-1).
Fouled out - Winona (Brown),
Southwest (Honermann). Rebounds - Winona 50 (Brown 9),
Southwest 37 (Scheier 10). Assists -Winona 22 (Brunner and
Sandre 4), Southwest 19
(Coleman 5).

Brad Arnold/WINor4AN

The Winona State women's basketball team watches its fellow teammates during Saturday night's
game. The Warriors beat Southwest State 75-66. The win impoved WSU's record to 2-2 in the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference.

Men
Continued from page 7
crowd to its feet.
Just minutes later Schlaak was back
at it again, intercepting a Mustang
pass and going coast-to-coast for another jam, giving WSU a 32-19 lead.
"He did a great job defensively,"
Leaf said. "He played both ends of the
floor very well."
Schlaak would finish with a gamehigh 23 points, coming on 11 of 14
shooting.
He added five assists, five rebounds, two steals and two blocked
shots.
Justin Treptow also had a strong
game for WSU.
He collected a double-double, with
15 points and 13 rebounds.
Lance Meincke added 12 points
and eight rebounds for the Warriors.
Mark Tripp pitched in 10 points,
and Albrecht handed out nine assists.
"It was a great all-around effort,"
Schlaak said.
The Mustangs (2-2, 11-7) were led
by Keyto i Bowen who had 14 points,
most coming in the final 3:00, and
Sean Smith added 10 points.
"WSU is a real good team," SSU
coach Tim Miles said. "Right now
they are the better team, but we will
remember this loss and use it to motivate us for next time."
The next time the two teams will
meet will be on the Mustangs home
floor on Feb. 20.
"We played a good game," Leaf

NSIC Notebook ...
WSU forward Justin
Treptow was named North-

ern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference Player of the
Week ending Jan:'24.
The junior from St.
Charles, Minn., averaged
16.5 points, 9.5 rebounds and
shot 60 percent from the
field in Winona's two wins.

4_PRING

EREAK
ASK ABOUT OUR $200 DISCOUNT
St FREE PARTIES. CALL THE LEADER
IN STUDENT TRAVEL! 1.800-787-3787

said. "We have to just take it one
game at a time."
Winona State returns to action today (7:30 p.m.) when it travels to
Morris, Minn.

Warriors 80, Mustangs 58
WINONA STATE (80)

Albrecht 1-6 4-4 6, Schlaak 1114 1-2 23, Treptow 6-9 3-6 15,
Tripp 4-7 2-2 10, Meincke 5-9 1-2
12, Puts 1-3 0-0 2, Lyons 0-2 2-2

'

2, Karamovic 0-0 0-0 0, Linzmeier
1-40-0 2, Abbott 1-1 2-4 4. Ferden
0-1 1-2 1, Carty 1-1 0-0 2, Carrier
0-0 1-2 1, McElroy 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 31-56 17-26 80.
SOUTHWEST STATE (68)

Pena 2-2 0-1 4, S. Koenen 311 2-2 9, C. Koenen 6-7 0-1 12,
Smith 4-7 1-2 10, Sinnott 1-8 0-0
3, Bowen 5-7 2-2 14, Tesch 2-5 005, Johnson 0-1 0-0 0, Preusse 14 0-2 2, M. Koenen 1-3 2-3 3,
Taylor 1-2 0-0 3, Reschley 1-1 01 2. Totals 27-58 7-14 68.
3-point goals - Winona 1 11
-

(Schlaak 0-1, Treptow 0-1,
Albrecht 0-2, Meincke 1-5, Puls 01, Linzmeier 0-1), Southwest 619 (S. Koenen 1-5, Sinnott 1-5,
Bowen 2-3, Tesch 1-4, Taylor 12). Fouled out - Winona

(Albrecht), Southwest (C.
Koenen). Rebounds - Winona 43
(Treptow 13), Southwest 21 (S.
Koenen 3). Assists - Winona 22
(Albrecht 9), Southwest 15 (Bowen
4).

If anyone is interested in placing an ad in the Winonan, please contact
Andrea or Jessica at 457-5677.
Discount rates are available to students for classified ads.
WSU organizations take advantage of our discount rates for display ads!

Making a difference
has always been a matter
of applying yourself.
Here's where to apply.

Ma.' tow are

CANCUN MAZATLAN
SOUTH PADRE JAMAICA

800-SURFS-UP
www.studentexpress.com

Jackie M. Jedynak/WINONAN

Justin Treptow (33) fights through Scott Koenen (32) for a basket
Saturday.
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Peace Corps
Representatives will be
on campus
Thursday, February 11
Information Seminar
Purple Room 106
Kryzsko Commons
5:30 PM
Information Table
Lower Level of Kryzsko Commons
9:30 AM - 4:00 PM
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Bulldogs bite women 76-62, lead NSIC
Missed free throws,
turnovers. haunt
Winona in defeat
DULUTH, Minn. -It wasn' t what
Winona State University women's
basketball coach Terri Sherdian envisioned.
In a competitive, parity-enriched
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference, Sheridan was looking forward
to her team's showdown with the
University'of Minnesota-Duluth Jan.
20.
A win would have left them sitting
pretty with a 2-1 NSIC record. A loss
would have dropped them to 1-2 and
boost the Bulldogs to 3-1 - and a
one-game lead on for the title.
The Bulldogs are 3-1.
The Warriors fell victim to their
own mistakes (26 turnovers) and
missed opportunities (5 of 13 from
the free-throw line) in a 76-62 loss.
"We were in the thick of things,"
Sherdian said Friday. "But with 26
turnovers ... it's hard to win."
Making it more difficult for WSU
was the emergence of yet another bigtime Bulldog player - Kate
Madrinich.
Winona was prepared for Duluth's

"We've got two AllConference players
back from last year.
The pressure
shouldn't be on Brown
hitting free throws ...
other players have got
to start stepping it
up."
Terri Sheridan
WSU basketball coach

Big 3 - Stacy Nelson (24 points),
Laura Hanson (10) and Sue Fiero
(10), but the play of the Bulldog center surprised the Warriors.
Madrinich scored 18 points and
pulled down four rebounds in 28 minutes of play.
"She was the fourth (player) we
didn't expect anything from,"
Sheridan said. "We knew about the
other three."
A closer look to Madrinich's scoring line holds the glaring difference
in the 13-point loss.
She was perfect (4-for-4) from the
free-throw line.
The Warriors were a mere 5 of 13

from the charity stripe - Amanda
Brown had another strong doubledouble (17 points, 13 rebounds but
could have added another eight if she
had converted her misses from the
free-throw line.
"Brown had another doubledouble, but she got haunted from the
free-throw line ... and she knows that
and will work on it."
But Sheridan was hesistant to place
the blame solely on her sophomore.
"We've got two All-Conference
players back from last year," Sheridan
said, referring to Jeanelle Soland and
Lesley Miller. "The pressure shouldn't
be on Brown hitting free throws ...
other players have got to start stepping it up."
Soland, who averaged in double
figures last season, missed all four of
her shots from the field and finished
with just two points.
Miller, coming off an ankle injury,
scored six points in 27 minutes.
Putting points on the board is exactly what Duluth did in the first half.
WSU found itself down 44-34 at
the end of 20 minutes - due in large
part to the its ineffectiveness.
"We shot pretty well," Sheridan
said. "But with the turnovers, we didn't
get a lot of shots.
"Duluth played a tough style of

Linebacker receives award

defense, and it's tough enough to
beat Duluth at Duluth."
Freshman Nicole Reisner continued to impress with nine points in 13

Defense leads to big victory
Raegan L. Isham
WINONAN

DULUTH, Minn. - Some teams
just can't handle the full-court pressure of the Winona State University
men's basketball team.
That was evident Jan. 20 at Romano
Gymnasium when WSU defeated
UM-D 76-64 in Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference play.
It was the Warrior's constant pestering of UM-D's ball handlers that
caused turnovers and countless missed
baskets and eventually led the Warriors to their third NSIC victory.
With the score tied 56-all and
8 minutes, 26 seconds left in the second half, the Warriors' pressure kicked
in, which lead to a 16-0 run and a 7256 lead.
"We put (the press) on strong in
the second half," WSU coach Mike
Leaf said. "It caused turnovers, and
we scored."
Leaf credited Brian Puls and Jason
Linzmeier for much of the success of
the press.
That defensive pressure wasn't evident in the first half, however.
"We let Duluth dictate the tempo
and style of play in the first half," Leaf
said.
WSU trailed the Bulldogs (2-2
NSIC, 8-10) by three at the break and
looked for someone to step up.
It was Justin Treptow.
The junior center went into the
locker room with just two points and
no rebounds.
Needless to say, he knew it was
time to start playing his style of basketball - scoring points.
"I just tried to pick it up and get
back to the basics," Treptow said. "I
don't usually play that badly."
He ended the game with a teamhigh 18 points and hauled in six re-

bounds.
The 6-foot-6-inch Treptow didn't
do it alone.
"Our defense really helped me out
in the second half," he said.
The first-year head coach was also
impressed with his team's defense in
the final 20 minutes.
"We preach 'defense wins,' ... it's
the cornerstone of any good basketball team," he said.
WSU also out-rebounded UM-D
43-29.
"We do not like to be outrebounded during the course of the
game," Leaf said. "In the first half, we
weren't doing the greatest job on the
boards."
The result? A little halftime chat.
"We had a great effort in the second half," Leaf said with confidence.
Mark Tripp banged the boards and
collected a team-high nine rebounds
along with his 15 points.
"He had an all-around great basketball game for us," Leaf said about
his senior. "He's the main reason we

out-rebound other teams."
Winona also had a strong rebounding game from Lance Meincke (14
points) and the redshirt sophomore
Linzmeier with eight and seven, respectively.

"He had an all-around
great basketball
game for us. He's the
main reason we outrebound other
teams."
Mike Leaf
WSU basketball coach
on center Mark Tripp

Leaf was happy with the play from
point guard Hans Albrecht.
The senior threw in five points, but
more importantly, he had a team-high
10 assists.
"Hans' role on our team is to distribute the ball and bring it up the
court ... he does a good job of finding
the open man."
WSU was perfect from the freethrow line (11 of 11).
"We stress free throws ... we know
we have to make our free throws,"
Leaf said.
Mark Thomson led the way for the
Bulldogs with 21 points.
UM-D's leading scorer, centerJosh
Quigley, was out with the flu.
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Bulldogs 76, Warriors 62
UM- DULUTH (64)
Nelson 11-17 2-2 24, Hanson
4-11 0-0 10, Madrinich 7-10 4-4
18, S. Anderson 0-3 2-2 2, Fiero
5-8 0-0 10, Barker 2-5 0-1 6, J.
Anderson 0-0 0-0 0, Boulton 1-2
0-0 0, Hertel 0-0 0-0 0, Matson 24 0-1 4, Salzsieder 0-5 0-0 0,
Amundson 0-0 0-0 0, Schober 00 0-0 0, Bell, 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 3265 8-10 76.

WINONA STATE (62)
Miller 3-8 0-0 6, Brunner 1-3 00 2, Brown 8-9 1-9 17, Livingstone 5-9 0-0 11, Sandre 3-5 0-0
8, lsham 0-1 2-2 2, Reisner 4-6 00 9, Witberler 1-2 0-0 2, Raether
1-4 0-0 2, Zemke 0-1 0-0 0,
Grandquist 0-1 0-0 0, Soland 0-4
2-2 2. Totals 26-53 5-13 62.
3-point goals - Duluth 4-12
(Hanson 2-5, S. Anderson 0-1,
Fiero 0-1, Barker 2-4, Salzsider 01), Winona 5-9 (Livingstone 1-3,
Sandre 2-3, Reisner 1-1, Witberler
1-1, Solands 0-1); Rebounds Duluth 34 (Nelson and Matson 6),
Winona 34 (Brown 13). Assists Duluth 25 (S. Anderson 9), Winona 19 (Livingstone 7).

Two significant members of the
the 1998 Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference Championship Winona
State University football team added
to their trophy cases Friday.
Running back Carson Walch and
linebacker Kyle Stoffel were each
named to the Don Hansen's Football
Gazette 1998 All-American Team.
The 5-foot-6-inch back from Elgin,
Minn., was named to the third team as
its all-purpose back.
He gained 1,962 all-purpose yards
(178.4 average) and was tied for the
team lead for touchdowns (l 1).

Jackie M. Jedynak/WINONAN

•

minutes. Heather Livingstone added
11, and Katie Sandre hit for eight.

Players
receive
nomination

Winona State President Darrell Krueger congratulates WSU linebacker Kyle Stoffel for being
named to Don Hansen's All-American team.
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Stoffel, the 6-foot-2-inch, 245pound plug in the WSU defense, was
named as an honorable mention at the
linebacker position after leading the
team with tackles (112), 84 of which
were unassisted.

Sponsored by jefferson't Pub t Grill
"Women's Athletics Trivia Contest"
Trivia questions will be announced during WSU
women's basketball games and gymnastics meets.
The first fan to the scorer's table with the correct
answer wins a coupon from Jefferson's for either a free
appetizer or apparel, plus the chance to enter his/her
name in the grand prize drawing to be held
Feb.19 at 7 p.m.,
(Fans must be in attendance)
Grand Prize: dinner for six at Jefferson's, which includes
six entrees, six beverages, two appetizers and six
desserts.
January dates for Trivia Contest are as follows:
Saturday, Jan. 30

5:30 p.m. Basketball vs. Northern State

Trivia Questions for Jan. 28 gymnastics meet
1. Who scored the first goal in WSU womens soccer?
2. What distance will the NSIC womens cross country championship race be in 1999?
3. What current PE and recreation faculty member coached
volleyball?
4. What current WSU track athlete is the WSU heptathlon
record holder?
5. What WSU All-American gymnast and WSU Hall of Famer
went back to her alma mater to coach?
WSU
Hall
of Fame inductee Patricia Sherman was a let6.
ter winner in what three sports?
7. What current WSU golfer also plays WSU basketball?

Trivia Questions for Jan. 30
1. What convict shares the same name as our head womens
volleyball coach?
2. Who was the first WSU womens soccer coach?
3. What distance is a typical race run by the WSU cross
country team?
4. What was the score of the first WSU soccer victory?
5. What current WSU track athlete is the WSU hammer
throw record holder?
Both
volleyball
coaches
played together at what college?
6.
7. What WSU Hall of Famer was WSU womens swimming
coach and long-time WSU administrator?
8. What WSU Hall of Famer was a four-letter winner in tennis and has coached at Gustavus Adolphus since 1968?

From the cheap seats
Warrior sports on tap

Runners
Continued from page 7
Kamperschoer and Guenther
will look to cut down their times
in the distance events, while
Maseide will look to improve her
100-and 200-meter times.
"The season looks promising,"
Desruisseaux said. "There aren't
too many returners, but there are
plently of new women who have
shown their strength and dedication through practice."
Matter agreed.
"I am a little apprehensive,"
she said. "We should be a lot
more well-rounded, and we should
improve from event to event."

Men's Basketball
Today
Saturday

UM-Morris
Northern State

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Gymnastics
Iowa University
Saturday

7 p.m.

Women's Basketball
UM-Morris
Today
Northern State
Saturday

5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

Track and Field
UW-Eau Claire
Thursday

3.30 p.m.

home games in bold

Warriors 76, Bulldogs 64
WINONA STATE (76)
Albrecht 1-3 2-2 5, Schlaak 310 1-1 7, Treptow 6-11 5-5 18,
Tripp 6-9 1-1 15, Meincke 6-13 00 14, Puls 2-4 0-0 5, Lyons 1-1 00 2, Karamovic 1-2 0-0 2,
Linzmeier 2-8 2-2 6, Abbott 1-1 00 2. Totals 29-62 11-11 76.
UM- DULUTH (64)
Nettleton 1-5 4-4 7, Braiedy 414 1-1 10, Stanley 4-9 0-0 9,
Falkner 4-14 2-210, Riley 0-00-0
0, Raymond 1-2 0-0 3, Seim 0-0 22 2, Thomson 6-12 5-6 21,
Nechodom 1-3 0-0 2. Totals 2159 14-15 64.
3-point goals - Duluth 8-28
(Nettleton 1-5, Braiedy 1-5,
Stanley 1-5, Falkner 0-4,
Raymond 1-1, Thomson 4-8),
Winona 7-16 (Albrecht 1-1,
Schlaak 0-1, Treptow 1-1, Tripp
2-3, Meincke 2-7, Puls 1-2,
Karamovic 0-1). Fouled out none. Rebounds•- Duluth 29
(Stanley 8), Winona 43 (Tripp 9).
Assists - Duluth 11 (Braiedy 5),
Winona 20 (Albrecht 10).

Photographers, Writers, Future Advertisers...
The Winonan is looking for people like you!
The Winonan is a wonderful opportunity to build your portfolio
and gain experience!
If you have an interest in photography, writing, sales, or
advertising stop by the Winonan and fill out an application.
The Winonan is located in the lower hyphen of Kryzsko Commons.
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Boo Radley
"Kingsize"

Lo-Fidelity All Stars
"How to Operate With a Blown Mind"
The Lo-Fidelity All-Stars
"How to Operate With a
Blown Mind"
***

T

he Lo-Fidelity All-Stars are
considered the leaders in the
U.K. in the new big beat movement taking place. Because the music
on this album is not quite dance music
. and not quite rock, I like to call it an
all-inclusive album.
The album includes some slower
heavy trip-hop like the title track
"How to Operate With a Blown
Mind." It also includes some catchy
music such as "Blister on My Brain."
Vocalist Wrekked Train leads the
way on most of the songs, and his
masterful baritone gives all of the
songs a slight edge.
To give you an idea of what this
album is like, here are the opening
lyrics of the first track (I have no idea
what they mean, but maybe you can

STEVE
SANTEk
Music
Reviewer
figure them out):
"I insist we barter with the moon
to sell the patients cohesive lyrical
maps in exchange for vision of the
future."
This album is obviously targeted
at a specific group of people who
enjoy experimenting with different
"chemicals" to alter the mind and
listen to some trippy music. If that
describes you, this could be your
album. If it does not describe you,
still consider giving the album a
chance.

Boo Radley
"Kingsize"
****
This is Boo Radley's first release
since leaving Sony to once again be
put on an independent record label. It
seems to me that since the group left
Sony, it has become a lot more energetic and more excited to be playing
music again. Originally from
Liverpool, the group's first album
entitled "Ichabod and I" was released
in 1992.
The group's leader is Martin Carr,
who is awesome at coming up with
great music and catchy pop hooks to
keep a listener coming back for more.
This album is a great mix of rock and
pop, which has been Boo Radley's
trademark since the group came together.
The first single is "Free Huey,"
which is a very catchy and meaningful song about Huey Newton, a very

The album is very energetic and fun
to listen to. I recommend this album
if you have been a fan of the Boo
Radleys in the past.
Steve Santek is the music reviewer
for the Winonan. He can be reached
at the following e-mail address:
Ssantek2534@ vax2.winona.msus.edu.

prominent member of the Black Panther Movement. Another good song is
"Heaven's at the Bottom of This
Glass," which includes some great
guitar and horn licks, as well as vocals, to make one hell of a song.
Overall, this album is pretty good;
some tracks were better than others.

1. Rushmore Soundtrack
2. Built to Spill — "Keep it Like a Secret"
3. Jennifer Lopez — TBA
4. Tear Da Club Up Thugs — "Crazyndalazdayz"
5. The Neville Brothers — TBA
6. Men of Vison — "Men of Vision"
7. The Living End — "The Living End"
8. B*Witched — "B*Witched" (an all-Irish pop group)

"Varsity Blues"
Stars: (out of five):

**

TROy
HEINRITZ

Movie
Critic

w

hat do you eat for breakfast, lunch and dinner in
smalltown Texas? What
do you go to school to study? What
does the entire town's population revolve around? FOOTBALL!!
A stunning picture from MTV
Films and Paramount Pictures, Director Brian Robbins went to the extreme to show just what life is like in
small town Texas. Starring James Van
der Beek, Jon Voight and Tiffany
Love, "Varsity Blues" depicts the
struggle of one man who singlehandedly made the game of football
in smalltown Texas enjoyable to play
again.
Given the commercial cynicism
of Hollywood's slate of teen-themed
films, this coming-of-age drama
scores big points for trying to hon-

estly tell a story rather than jumble a
plot just to pass the time. Borrowing
heavily from football flicks like
"North Dallas Forty" and "All The
Right Moves," it revolves around reluctant, rebellious hero Mox,
("Dawson's Creek" star Van der
Beek), a Kurt Vonnegut-reading, second-string quarterback who dreams
of leaving his provincial Texas life to
go to Brown University.
But when his best friend and starting quarterback Lance (Paul Walker)
is injured at the tail end of an almost
perfect season, Mox is forced to take
his place. In a credibility-stretching
bit of plot contrivance, Mox proves
Lance's equal, even when he refuses
to abide by the rules laid down by
legendary domineering coach Kilmer
(Voight).
Mox and Kilmer repeatedly clash
over Kilmer's unrelenting, competitive pursuit of the championship without regard for the human casualties,
and Mox questions the values of a
town that has given a football coach
such power just because he's delivered victorious seasons. Director
Robbins pays special attention to the
rabid football culture of Texas towns,

the physically demanding nature of
the game and the psychological effects on the players.
At the same time, he mixes in a
few more raucous scenes — like the
one in which the boys celebrate a win
at a strip club — so the movie won't
completely bore teenagers. The result is a bit of a mishmash that will
strike you either as an awkward mix
of drama, sports and teenage grossout comedy or as a throwback to a
more complex '70s style of filmmaking in which a jumble of generic
conventions could co-exist side by
side in the same film. While there are
some undeniable false notes, there's
also quite a bit on screen that works.
This film was released on time at
the Winona 7 cinema obviously for
its strongly male-dominated younger
audience. However, the movie itself
is not something that high school kids
should be seeing. In a society where
we are flooded with teenage drinking, smoking and partying, it is evident that the reflections of smalltown
life in Texas may or may not be
symbolic to life here in Winona.
In the film, cops look the other
way when they arrive at an underage

drinking party. When a football player
steals a squad car and cruises around
town naked with three other nude
ladies, what does that say about who
runs the town?
It is scary to think how one coach
of one football team can dictate the
lives and morals of not only a football
team but also an entire town. The
other thing that was perplexing about
this film was the introduction of steroids to players when they were injured. A decade ago, a majority of the
audience who saw this movie
would've had no idea what steroids
were.
The strip club scene was enough to
completely disgust a normal viewer,

Box Office Totals For Week Ending Jan. 24
Pos. Last Week Movie title
1
2
3
4
5

w

AND NOT 11-1E. KIGIA-1 RAM CIMEK.

—
1
2
15
—

Days out Weekend $$
(millions)

Varsity Blues
A Civil Action
Patch Adams
Thin Red Line
At First Sight

3
10
22
10
3

14.3
10.9
10.6
7.7
7.7

Book Review
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let alone teachers everywhere. The
boys went out after a comeback victory for a "good time" and got more
than they bargained for. Not only did
they see "T & A," but they also got to
see their sex-ed teacher strutting her
stuff. Then she actually sits down and
has a drink with them.
All in all, the film is a great depiction of smalltown Texan life, but it is
also degrading to our younger society
who, predominately, are better than
the teenagers in the film.
Troy Heinritz is the movie critic
for the Winonan. He can be reached
at the following e-mail address:
T heinritz@hotnzail.corn.

alking right out of the time
of self-indulgence, leg
wanners and big hair, Bret
Easton Ellis' "The Rules Of Attraction" gives a wild view of three college students. Their lives, intertwined
with alcohol, drugs and sex, lead them
into situations of suicides, orgies and
relentless parties.
Lauren, Sean and Paul take many
different routes in their sexual lives
but always find themselves right back
where they started: in bed with someone they don't even know.
Lauren has a different boyfriend
every other day but is hung up on her
ex-boyfriend who is in Europe. Sean
is basically looking for anyone to give
him the love he needs. And Paul, who
is bisexual, is looking for himself
more than anyone else.
When the students weren't having
sex, they were doing drugs. Although
the drug of choice at Camden College
was cocaine, the characters smoked
pot openly, habitually fed their nicotine addictions and dabbled in acid,
ecstasy and heroin.
The students' educational institution is in no way comparable to
Winona State. Ellis gives details of
students holding annual beer parties
out in the commons and the appearance of the ca .npus after the "Dress to
Get Screwed" party.
Another interesting twist this book
contains is the three students having
sex with each other. The first stable
relationship that started was between
Sean and Paul. Although Sean never
admits to having a sexual relationship
with Paul in his narrative passages, he
does admit to having some kind rela-

LAURA
BURNS

Book
Reviewer
"The Rules of
Attraction"
Bret Easton Ellis
tionship with him.
Then Sean and Lauren have a relationship, but Sean is obviously only
after Lauren because of her body.
This relationship doesn't really work
out. Paul and Lauren had a one-night
stand last semester.
In the end, the reader easily becomes confused because nothing in
the plot is resolved; everyone goes
their own way.
I found this book to be very depressing. Like many college students
in today's society, Sean, Paul and
Lauren are just trying to find their
place. It was a good change from the
content of the "regular" novels I read
and review weekly.
I recommend this book, not only
because of the sex, drugs and endless
parties, but because it is also a good
read. Rock and Roll.
Laura Burns is the book reviewer
for the Winonan. She can be reached
at the following e-mail address:
LBurns1624@vax2.winona.msus.edu.

heed a
moment ...
Lisa
HENCl/
R iC kSON

Feature
Columnist

S

omebody told me last week
that I always write about the
bar scene. As much as I
would like that to be true, I tend to
think that I write about good times
and collegiate entertainment, not
just the bar scene.
But I must say the bar scene acts
as quite a tool for my column; bar
patrons are at the ready to give me
ideas. I might not use them due to
lack of a theme worth 600 words,
but it might spark an idea that may
make a column.
So I've been asking people
randomly for the last few months
about what they thought about their
friends and the bar. And this is what
I have come up with.
The first level is what I like to
call the outliers (think statistics).
These are people whom I don't
know but whose faces I've seen
either at the bars or on campus for
four years now, and I feel like I
should know them. Sometimes I
catch myself wanting to say hello,
but then I remember I don't know
them.
Next is the group of people
whom I only see at the bars: the bar
buddies. I met them there, and that
is where they usually stay. Sometimes they are townies, Saint
Mary's students or Winona State
students. I don't really care that I'm
not close friends with them. Nor do
they. But we always do the "Hey,
what's going on tonight?" typical
bar chat. Sometimes you don't
know their last name ... or even
their first name.
"What's going on tonight?"
works for everyone because it's a
good opener for someone you've
just met or don't know well. I
prefer "What's going on?" versus
"How are you doing?" because it
allows for invitation for later
evening activities. The latter only
leads to boring conversation: "Oh,
I'm good and you?" "Good."
"Great!" Hmm ... dead silence.
Then comes the closer circle.
These people have parties you
actually attend. They are on your
phone list, and you talk to them
sober at school, as well as at the
bar. You sit by them in class. You
at least know their first name and
sometimes their last name. You buy
them a shot on their birthday. But
you would never consider these
people close friends.
The inner circle. This group has
come a long way. Meeting these
crazy-ass people during your
freshman or sophomore year was
one the best things you could have
done. You've built five years of
pain into the best five years of your
life with this group. No need to
write down their new number every
year.
This elite crowd knows exactly
what beer you prefer, and they
know exactly what you look like
when you are about the pass out.
They make sure you make it home
OK (and sometimes tuck you in).
They will come get you at 4:20 a.m.
when you don't have any money for
a cab and need a ride home.
Finally, your best friends. I have
known my best friends for three
years now and let me just say that,
at this level, I don't even need to
speak at the bar for these people to
understand what I am thinking. One
look, and they know.
Honorable mentions of the week
go to Susie Dahl and Susie Pearson
for being Susies, the boys over on
Grand Street for being so lavish
and, finally, Jim the van driver for
being the only thing at WSU that
doesn't ever change.
Lisa Hendrickson is a columnist
for the Winonan. She can be reached
at the following e-mail address:
Skepa@vax2.winona.msus.edu .
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A CLOSER LOOK
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here is something about the railroad that strikes a chord
within the American conscious. The raw power, the
romance, the sense of adventure and the storied history
all mesh together to form an undeniable impression of poetry in
motion.
It has been a national obsession ever since the golden
spike was driven in at Promontory Point, linking the Union
Pacific and Central Pacific and thereby completing the first
transcontnental rail line. The frontier was open to expansion
and settlement. In the
process, the fate of the
"wild" west and its original
inhabitants was sealed. The
United States as we know it
could not have come about
without it. Communities
arose, and towns sprung up
with the coming of the railroad. Once isolated markets
were now accessible through
the steel lifeline, the only
link to the outside world.
The glory days of the
steam locomotive may be
long gone, replaced by
cheaper forms of transportation, but the love affair we
have with trains still remains.
It takes us back to earlier,
simpler days. Who among us
hasn't felt the thrill as a child
of counting box cars at a
crossing? Train spotting is
still an avid hobby among the
older generations as well.
Butch Hanson (above right)
of Blooming-ton, Ill., takes
in the sights at the historic
depot here in Winona.
The line through
Winona was once part of the
4 14 //, /,
Chicago, Milwaukee, St.
Paul and Pacific. It was
replaced by the Soo Line,
which eventually merged
with the Canadian Pacific.
The Amtrak line that originates in Chicago and termie effea,4
nates in Seattle is known as
the Empire Builder.
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